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Abstract

The purpose of this thesis is to examine the mictowave aspects of a steady-

state continuous microwave food process unit which was designed and built by Wardrop

Engineering Inc. A generalized electrophysical model, showing the interaction between

the electromagnetic, heat transfer and mass transfer aspects, is car¡ied out' Based on this

generalized modeling approach, a one dimensional unsteady-state analysis is conducted

and illustrated with a d¡essed lake trout food material. Good agreement was found be-

tween experimental and simulated mass flow rates and moistu¡e contents fo¡ d¡essed lake

trout during the initial warming up and constant rate drying periods. However, poor Pre-

dictions were obtained during the falling rate drying period. In the microwave process

unit, therrnal energy is generated inside the food material to be processed (lossy dielec-

tric) placed in an electromagnetic field of microwave frequency. Due to rapid changes in

the dûection of the electromagnetic field the dipoles of dielectrics or polar liquids change

thei¡ orientation which causes heat generation as a result of molecula¡ friction. The mois-

ture distributions during drying within the material strongly influences the internal elec-

tromagnetic heat generation profiles.

By making use of the unique interaction of the thermal, mechanical, and elec-

tromagnetic p¿lIameteß of the process possible improvements of the process is consid-

ered. Properly controlling the parameten of mic¡owave frequency, electric field strength

and oven product location the mic¡owave heating process is optimized.



The importance of the intemal electromagnetic heat generation in

electrophysical modeling is discussed, and one procedure for mapping its profile on the

surface of a food materiai is outlined. The microwave unit operates as a direct radiation

mic¡owave oven.

A limitation of the model developed is its inability to predict ove¡all EM

power Eansfer. Therefore, a detailed discussion of oven cavity efficiency is presented.

Employing microwave matching schemes from magnetron to oven cavity and critical

load product volumes a¡e essential for high efficiency operation'
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1.

Overview

1.1. INTRODUCTION

Since the early sixties, the food resea¡ch community has recognized the need

for efficient, cyclic and complete engineering designs in the development of advanced

food processing systems (e.g., ha¡vested crops to finished processed food). This is

necessary so that the Canadian food industry may not only remain economically viable

but also meet the impending microchemical zero discharge requirement of the envkon-

mental protection agencies tll. The key to the success of developing an advanced food

processing system lies in the analytical and scientific ability of trained manpower to

competently manage and use available lesources. In the proper management of

resources, due respect must be paid to the scientific principles which underpin natue. If

incomplete or ir¡ational designs are initiated in any sphere during the development of an

advanced food processing system, then normal consequences of various degrees of loss

are produced. However, designs initiated on sound, ¡ational scientific principles will

achieve the highest degree of effîciency and quality attainable by a food system. The

ideal approach to rhe planning and procurement of these advanced food processing

system is that of unit operations. Each individual section of a complete food process

system should be designed and installed to operate efficiently as a integrated part of the



Chapter I Overview

dynamic total system. For example, one section of a large food processing operation

could be the unit used for the rendering of fat and oil. This thesis explores cunent micro-

wave strategies proposed in developing a unit for rendering fat and oil.

Food fats and oils can be obtained from eithe¡ plant or animal origins.

Typical examples of plant derivatives include soybean, cottonseed, sunflower, and saf-

flower oils. These oils are obtained from the various seeds and nuts primary through a

solvent extraction method. Animal fats, with the exception of butterfat, are mainly ex-

tracted from by-products of slaughterhouse and fish processing operations. The tenn ren-

dering applies to the process of extracting la¡d, tallow, and oil f¡om animal tissues' In

rendering, as the fatty tissues are cooked, fat is reieased by melting and cell rupture, and

the moisture content of the non-fat portion is reduced by evaporation. Depending on the

product rendered the resulting dehydrated protein fraction is referred to as crax or meal.

Dry heat or steam is conventionally used as a heat source in rendering.

Rendering provides raw materials for many other industries t2l. Edible tallow

is used in shonenings, margarine, and frying fats while products from inedible tailow in-

clude some types of waxes, soaps, drying oils for paints and lubricating oils. Protein

meals for animal feed and pet foods are produced from the crackings.

I,2. UNIT OPERATIONS IN FOOD PROCESSING

Basically all industrial food processes may be classified into six major unit

operations: blanching, cooking, dehydration, pasteurizaúon, sterilization and tempering

t3l. Wilh the exception of dehydration, whose objective is water removal, the fundamen-

tal objective is to raise the product's temperature to some predetermined level. ln blanch-

ing, pasteurization, and sterilization the product is subse4uently cooled, otherwise, the

product remains at the higher temperature until the process intent is accomplished.
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1.3. MICROWAVES IN THE FOOD INDUSTRY

Oveniew

Since the late 1940s when the small cavity microwave batch oven was

developed for use in restaurants and private homes, the food processing industry has been

researching the use of microwave energy as an alternative heat source. The distinct ad-

vantages of microwave energy, namely the reduced product cost by vimre of increased

production, improved quality and fewer heating problems, quickly became apparent. As

a result, many patents appeafed describing industrial conveyorized microwave ovens that

permitted higher process rates in comparison to the batch type oven [4]. However,

development was slow because of the lack of high power microwave generators. It was

not until the summer of 1962 when the first truly high production continuous open ended

miqowave oven lvas exhibited. The industry saw a rapid growth in the number of

available industrial conveyor type microwave oven systoms thereafter'

Conveyor type microwave oven systems a¡e classified into two major groups:

resonant-cavity systems and waveguide systems [5]. A resonant-cavity system is an

enhanced batch type oven designed to acconmodate a conveyor belt. At the ports of

entry ald exit of the conveyo¡ belt absorbent loads o¡ microwave chokes, or both, a¡e

installed to prevent microwave energy leakage. To keep leakage under acceptable levels,

as specified by the Environmental Health Directorate of the Health Protection Blanch tól'

careful attention must be given to the end choke design. Curent choke designs, to meet

standards, are quite restricting since they limit the conveyor opening height, and thus the

height of the throughput material to a few centimeters . Waveguide systems, on the other

hand, a¡e made from standard waveguide folded back and forth on ißelf with a top wall

slot to provide entry for the conveyor belt which runs through normal to the fold.

Waveluide systems also suffer from slot height restrictions, similal to that for choke

designs.
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1,3.1. A Continuous Microwave Process Unit

This study was ¡esea¡ched in conjunction with a microwave rendering

development project conducted by wardrop Engineering Inc. [7]. Thus, the discussions

in this Study a¡e in reference to a continuous microwave process unit for rendering of fats

and tallows designed and built by Wardrop Engineering Inc. A simplified diagram of this

microwave process unit is shown in Figure 1. 1. This unit is based on a patent by Bird

which describes a continuous resonant cavity microwave process unit [8]. Referring

Figure 1. 1, the oven cavity is defined as the region enclosed by six stainless steel walls:

two side walls, two end walls (inciudes microwave chokes), the top wall (inciudes the

waveguide input apertures), and the conveyor belt which forms the bottom wall. The

product, usually gtound or chopped into a homogeneous mixture, enters the oven thfough

the input port on a variable speed, stainless steel, perforated conveyor belt. As the

material heats, the tâllow extracts and is collected though a drainage system located

undemeath the oven cavity. The microwave power, generated by magnetrons, is deliv-

ered to the oven cavity via waveguides with apenures feeding into the cavity top wall.

Ten waveguide/magnetron assemblies, each capable of delivering -850 w of microwave

power are utilized. These waveguide/magnetron assemblies are equally spaced along the

length of the cavity and located aitematively on either side of the cavity centerline. All

magnetrons operate at 2450 M,|Hz and a¡e individually piloted by an extemal control

panel, thus allowing the total oven power to be stepped from the power of one magnetron

to that of ten. After processing, the rendered product exits at the output porl
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t.4. scoPE

Overview

The primary objective of this study is to investigate the microwave ene¡gy as-

pects in the microwave process unit, described in the previous section, to a degree which

will permit a sound, broad, scientific development and analysis of futu¡e design improve-

ments.

Engineering properties of solid foods, with emphasis on electrical properties,

are reviewed. Electromagnetic, heat and mass transfer phenomena relevant to this contin-

uous microwave unit a¡e described in detail; these pâ¡ameters are integrated in a numeri-

cal model. To demonstrate the applicability of the model, food material, rendered in the

microwave test unit, is compared to predictive values obtained from the model and as-

sessed. The food substance is modeled as a solid, continuous and homogeneous product

(with respect to its constituents), with little or no void space, Limitations of this model

a¡e deflrned. As well, optimization procedures for electromagnetic parameters are

considered and recommendations for further development are included.

Every parameter in the process, whether it is mass transfer, heat transfer, or

product thickness, etc., is referenced to its effects on microwave energy transmission and

coupling. Unquestionably, there a¡e concerns or requirements from other peßpectives

which li¡nit the process and options available; no attempt is made to examine these. For

example, underlying all food processes and food resea¡ch is the requirement of reøining

high standards in food safety, nutritional quality, and sensory quality. The effect of elec-

tromagnetic energy, specifically in the microwave region, on these properties has been

investigated and reviewed t9; 101. It is beyond the scope of this study to evaluate the safe-

ty and the qualiry of the product during microwave heat Eeatment or determine limits im-

posed by product quality in the process.
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2.I. INTRODUCTION

The primary intention of this chapter is to provide an estimate of the peninent

engineering propenies, thermal and electrical, of a selection of soiid food products

intended for use in the microwave process unit, These engineering properties will play a

fundamental role in the differential equations presented in the next chapter which de-

scribe the physical phenomena occurring in solid foodstuffs undergoing microwave pro-

cessing. Since no attempt is made to present a complete theoretical background, but

râther to focus on the application of estimation techniques, the reader is dtected to othel

soulces in the literatufe where a more thorough Eeatment is available. Furthermore, in

accord with the scope of this thesis, the emphasis will be on eiectrical design aspects.

The thermal properties presented in this chapter - specific heat, thermal con-

ductivity, enthalpy, and surface heat transfer coefficient - are the most commonly used

properties in the design of heating or ôooling food processing equipment. Secondary

thermal effects, such as heat of respiration, heat of absorption, coefficient of the¡mal ex-

pansion, emissivity, and absorptivity are much less important to the microrvave heating

applications and a¡e not considered.
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For high frequency electromagnetic applications' the electrical food propeny

of significance is its dielectric behavior. With a thorough knowledge of the dielectric

behavior of foods it is possible to predict the coupling, distribution and absorption of en-

ergy from an externally applied elecromagnetic field.

2,2, FOOD CONSTITUENTS

The composition of food is usually expressed eithe¡ in mass fractions (kg/kg)

or volume fractions (m37m3¡ of the food bulk, denoted by m¡ and v¿, respectively' The

main constituents of food are water, protein, lipid (natural fats or oils), carbohyd¡ate, and

inorganic mineral (ash).

The amount of water in food may be expressed either on a wet weight basis or

a dry-weight basis. For the weçweight basis,

mæs of wøer Qcg)

^* = 
mass of lanple (ke)

while on the dry-weight basis,

(2. r)

(2.2)mæs of wøer Q<,g)

'"n=ÃasllîryÃãlíds@Ð

where m* and, Mn a¡e the water mass fraction and moistu¡e content, respectively'

wate¡ in food is defined not only by the amount pfesent but also by its activity

[u]. Water occus in food in two basic forms: free and bound water. Free water occupies

the pore spaces between the solid particles and contains many dissolved solutes. Free

warer is readily removed from the food bulk (e.g., by evaporation) and is available for

microbial or fungal activity, i.e., spoilage. Water activity is a term used to describe the

availability of f¡ee wate¡ in a food sample for biological activity. Bound water which

constitutes 5-307a of the total moistu¡e content of foods occurs as adsorbed water or

water of hydration. Adsorbed water will be found, for instance, on the surface of cocoa

powder. water of hydration occurs in the hydrogen bonds of starches, proteins, sugars.
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Bound water is generally not separable from the food bulk without breakdown of the food

material. For thiS reasOn, moistu¡e content generally expresses the free water content of

the food sample.

2.3. DENSITY

The solid food density p (density of a individual unit) may be estimated from

its constituents (see Table 2. 1) as follows:

m*/p"/ + my'pî+ molpo + mJP" + m/Po
(2.3)

(2.4)P = vnp* 1 v¡p¡ + v pPp + v cpc + v apa

TABLE 2. Iz Density and specitíc heat of food constituents.

Constituent Mass Concentration Density Specific Heat

(keikg) (ks,/m3) (kJ/kg'C)

mi P¡ cp'

Water mv) 1000 4.182

Protein mp 1380 1.55

Carbohydrate mc 1550 l'42

Fat mf 930 1.67

Inorganic minerals ma 24CÐ 0.84

Note: v¡ = ^,, h ,'
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2,4. THERMAL ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF FOODSTUFFS

The heating characteristics of foods in microwave processing depend on their

thermal engineedng properties. The thermal engineering properties of basic interest, as

in conventional heating methods, are specif,rc heat, thermal conductivity, and the surface

heat transfer coefficient. While specific heat a¡rd thermal conductivity are extremely

remperatrue dependent in materials undergoing rapid dehydration, they afe less sensitive

to temperature change at relatively fixed moistu¡e contents. For example, the thermal

diffusivity of water, defined as the ratio of themral conductivity to the product of the den-

sity and spgcific heat, vanes -35Vo in a temperature range from 0'C to 150"C t121.

Nevenheless, since the thermal properties of foods have a sEonger dependence on the

moisture content, rather than temperatu¡e, the models fo¡ the thermal properties presented

in this section will be dependent on the material's moisture content but will not include

any temperatue dependence.

2.4.1. Specific Heat

Given constant mass, the specific heat is defined as the amount of heat neces-

sary to raise the temperature of lkg of the material by loC or 1K. Knowing the specific

heat of each component of a mixture, the overalì specific heat cp may be estimated [13]

(see Table 2. 1) bY

i =w,f, p, c, a

(2. s)

2,4.2. ThermalConductivitY

The thermal conductivity of a material is a measu¡e of its ability to conduct

heat. ln foods, the thermal conductivity depends mostly on composition but also on any

factor that affects heat flow paths through the material, such as volume, shape, size and

10
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arrangement of void spaces. A compilation of thermal properties by Polley et al.

provides an excellent refe¡ence for a wide variety of foods t141. Over the past several

years, numerous relationships have been developed for estimating the thermal conductivi-

ty of various food materials tl5l. An additive equation, analogous to specific heat equa-

tion (2.5), formulated by best f,rt techniques to experimental values, gives adequate

prediction t16l and has the form

r = 0.58mw + 0.76m¡ + 0.l55mo + 0.25m" + 0.l35mo (2.6)

2.4.3, Surface Heat Transfer Coefficient

The su¡face heat transfer coeffîcient does not depend upon the food material,

however, it quantifies the rate ofheat transfer to and f¡om the material. Newton's law of

cooling states that

.#= p(r -T^), tt>0 (2.7)

where ¡r is the surface heat transfer coefficient, rthe thermal conductivity of the material,

n is the outward normal to the surface of the material, I the material's surface tempera-

ture, and 1¿ is the temperatue of the surrounding medium. The su¡face heat Eansfer

coefficient for a particular food product is estimated from dimensionless parameters,

namely, Nusselt, Reynolds, Grashof and Prandtl ratios ttzl.

2,5. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF FOODSTI.IFT'S

over the past several decades extensive data has been accumulated i¡ the

literature on the dielectric values of food materials. These dielecric measurements

primarily have been made by standing wave techniques tl8; 191 and by the cavity

pertubation method t201. In the review papers by Tinga and Nelson [21], Bengtsson et al.

t221, Ohlsson er al. t231, Ohlsson and Bengtsson [24], Nelson 1251, Tran et al' [26] and

11
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Stuchly and Stuchly t2?l the measured results have been tabulated as functions of chemi-

cal composition, temperature, and ftequency for the various food groups. This has not

only provided an excellent source for obtaining dielectric data on a specific food, but it

has also served to identify which food constituents a¡e dielectrically active. Generally,

dielectric properties of foodstuffs have strong functional dependence on frequency,

temperatue, moisture content, ion composition, and physical state. Howeve¡, dielectric

measurements conducted on dehydrated food solids, fats and oils do not show this strong

functional dependence, suggesting their dielectric activity is minimal. It was this

observadon which lead much of the work to model dielectric behavior of food as a two-

phase mixture: one phase being a dielectrically active aqueous solution and the othe¡ a di-

electrically ine¡t solid food.

Due to the interest of this investigation in meat products and fish meal, work

conducted by Tran and Stuchly t281, van Dyke et al. lzgl and Kent [30; 31] is relevant. In

1969, van Dyke and co-workers studied the effects of chemical composition on the di-

electric properties of reconstituted ground beef at 9 1 5 MHz. l-ow (< 207o) and high (>

457o) moisrure contents were reported to show little influence on the va¡iation of the

dielectric loss, whereas, at the intermediate moistu¡es strong changes \{ere reported.

Furthermore, increasing the ion composition or decreasing fat content showed an increase

in the dieiectric loss. Similar effects were conveyed by the other authors'

Since wate¡ is dielectrically active at miøo\Yave frequencies and the main

constituent of food, a proper understanding of its electrical behavior is fundamental to the

modeling of dielectric propenies of foodstuff. The two major contributions of Collie et

al. t32l and Hasæd et at. t33l p¡ovided the necessary Debye parameten of wate¡ and elec-

trical conductivities of aqueous solutions. Both of these studies have been used as major

building blocks in developing predictive models for food dielectric behavior. Measure-

ments by cook t341, von Hippel t35l and Grant et aI. t36l later confirmed the Debye mod-

t2
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and by the constitutive relations

J=o^E
D=ênE
B=þ^H

Chapter 2

els proposed for water.

Engineering Character[zation of Solid Foodstuffs

In section 2.5.3, after briefly describing the mathematical properties and pa-

rameters of dielectrics, the dielecric behavior of water and aqueous solutions is

examined. This will form the basis of the two-phase model.

2,5,L, Characterization of Lossy Dielectric Materials

The elecEomagnetic response within a linea¡, isotropic, source free, lossy ma-

terial is govemed, in the ac time harmonic steady state, by Maxwell's equations. With a

time variation of exp (itx), they are expressed in phasor forrn as:

(2. 8)

(2.9)

(2. 10)

(2.1r)

(2. 12)

where ¿¡ is the angular frequency, , is time, E and H are the complex electric a¡d

magnetic field intensities, respectively, D and B are the complex electric and magnetic

flux densities, respectively, J is the complex curent density, and I = l=1. The

magnitudes of all complex vector quantities are equal to the effective (root-mean-square)

value of the conesponding instantaneous quantity. The conductivity or¡' the permittivity

e-, and permeabiliry ¡r, within the material are in general complex scaler functions ofpo-

sition and frequency, but independent of time. That is, in microwave heating applica-

tions, the changes which occur in these parameters due to tempelatgre and pressure etc.,

are negligibly small over a period of time comparable to the period of oscillation. The

13
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mathematical cha¡acterization of the constitutive parameters for linear, isotropic and time

independent mediums is w¡itten

oùt (@,r) = o^ - io^

en (t),1) = €m - Jêm

It^ (o¡,t) = tt^ - tù

where r is the generalized position vector and

tities.

are all real quan-

Biological materials act as nonideal capacitors in terms of their ability to store

and dissipate electrical energy from an applied electromagnetic field t351. In addition,

food materials contain only trace amounts of magnetic minerals such as nickel, cobalt,

and i¡on thus it is unnecessary to consider magnetic coupling effects, Hence, theif mag-

netic permeability is close to that of free spa"" ( F. = Ito = 7,257 x 10-6 H/m ) and thei¡

magneric loss is zero (p^=O) t351. Rewriting Maxwell's relations, by use of (2. 13)-

(2. 15) the following is obtained:

V xE= -j@ltoÉ

VxH=dîE+jc'ÉfrF,

where the parameters ef and €¿f a¡e referred to as the effective conductivity and

effective permittivity, respectively, and are defined as

(2. 13)

(2. 14)

(2.1s)

"^ 
o; e,^ d* ¡t* and ¡t^

(2. 16)

(2. r7)

dî = o^+ d^
ér = d^+ ooJa

The effective constitutive palametels dî and eû ø¡e the quantities actually measured in a

laboratory experiment designed to determine the electrical propefties of a material. They

a¡e combinations of the true constitutive parameters. When discussing microwave heat-

(2.18)

(2. 19)
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ing it is customa¡y to refer to the effective permittivity as the ac capacitivity of the

material i.e.,

and define a dielectric loss e" by

The current density induced by the electromagnetic field (right hand side of

equation 2. l7) is divided into two components: i) a component in phase with the applied

field E, the dissipative curent ú)€"8 generating power loss within the material, and ii) a

component out of phase with the applied field E, the ¡eactive current lú)d E giving rise to

stored energy withi¡ the material. By convention, dielectric propenies are specified by

the relative ac capacitivity el and tan g (loss tangent) or by ei and relative dielectric loss

factor e.. Thus

^.î - ^'

dî=ae

e=e - je =le lei<P

e,=î- iî= e,-iê;

(2.20)

(2.2r)

(2.22)

(2.23)

where €o is the ac capacitivity of free space. The latter representation is adopted in the

following section.

2.5.2, Prediction Models for Food

. All foods are really only water contaminated to vafious levels of edible solids,

such as cells, carbohydrates, proteins, vitamins, flavors, lipids, minerals, etc' Therefore,

p1¡e water (zero solid content) and its interaction with the other constituents or impurities

pfesent in solid food material is the preeminent fea$re in establishing the food's physical

engineering propenies with dielectric behavior being no exception'

15
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In terms of dielectric activity, most food components a¡e either decidedly ac-

tive or inactive. The two exceptions are water and the inorganic minerals (ions or salts)

found in the ash component of the food material. The dielectric activity of the water and

salts depends on both thei¡ relative concentration and binding strength. The dielectric ac-

tivity of water depends on the bonding between water and the other food constituents.

Wate¡ in bound fonn is dielectricaily inactive, while free water is active dielectrically.

Generally speaking, the gfeater the strength of the bond the smaller will be the dielectric

actíviry. Similarly, salts can exist in associated or dissociated forms which will be dielec-

trically inactive and active , respectively.

Table 2. 2 gives the relative dielectric activity of the major food constituents

[3?]. Free water ând dissociated salts a¡e categorized as having high dieiectric activity,

while, bound water, associated salts and colloidal solids (carbohydrates, protein, lipids

etc.) have a low dielectric activity coefficient. In the next two sections 3.5.3.1-2 a penur-

bation technique is employed in the determination of the dielectric behavior of the active

constituent; once Eeatment of pure water is completed i¡ section 3.5.3.1, the

modifications resulting from dissolved salts is intfoduced in thé section 3.5.3.2. Afte¡ the

treatment of dielectrically active constituents, the dielectric behavior of the dielectrically

T^BLE2,2t Relative dielectric activity of various food chemical constituents '

Constituent Retative dielectric activitY

Water, bound

Water, ftee

Salts, associated

Salts, dissociated

Colloidal solids

Low

High

Low

High

Low

16
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inactive constituents is considered i¡ section 3.5.3.3. The dielectric behavior of a mixture

of dielecfically active and dielectrically inactive constituents is subsequently discussed

in section 3.5.3.4.

2.5.2.1. Polar Solvent

The dielectric behavior of pure water is predicted to a close degree of

accufacy up to a fuquency of about 30 GI{z by the Debye model for pure polar solvents

t321, expressed in terms of wavelength - and temperature - dependent parameters

-'- 6"-€- *"cr--
l+(L"12.)'

e)-= (L, I A) 8' - t- 
;

r+(L,/L)"

or alternatively in terms of frequency - and tempelatufe - dependent parameters,

dr-= -, 
et-, E*-., * e*

r+(an)'

. €"-€-
etu= \ (M ) --------;- l+(cùt)'

,= 1

(2.24)

(2.2s)

(2.26)

(2.2'7)

The quantities t" and €oo are the static and opdcal dielectric constâflts of pure water,

respectively. The relaxation time r is defined as the time required for a maximally

aligned or o¡dered state in an irr¿diated material to be reduced to ¿-1 of its initiai order

upon sudden removal of the irradiating field with

(2,28)

TI
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where the critical frequency f, is temPelatue dependent and ¡elated to the critical

wavelength by

(2.29)

with u being the speed of light in a vacuum. Assuming that no dispersion occr¡rs, the op-

tical dielectric constant €oo represents the plateau value to which e, would fall at flequen-

cies very much hígher than rl. At frequencies approaching hund¡eds of gigahertz'

recent observations suggest, however, that the ac capacitivity of water falls continuously

with increasing frequency. Therefore, the optical dielectric constant is used as a

mathematical parameter with no physical significance. €oo is chosen to give a good fit to

equations (2.24)-(2.27) with respect to experimental measured values for frequencies

ranging from dc to a few tens of gigahertz. As reponed by Collie et al. Í321and Hasted

t381, the optical dielectric constant has a value nea¡ 5.0. This value is temperature

independent and has been used with confidence in subsequent studies t3ó;391. The vaiues

and temperature dependence of the static dielecfic constant and criticai wavelength are

given in TabLe2.3.

By plotting the dielectric properties of pure water, equations (2. 24) nd

(2.25) or (2.26) and (2.27), on a logarithmic scale (see Figure2.7) at a constant

temperatue three distinct regions have been identified. Within the static legion, at

submic¡owave frequencies, the ac capacitivity has a value close to 80 and its dielectric

loss is close to zero. Over the dispersion o¡ relaxation region, at microwave frequencies,

the ac capacitiviry drops as the dielectric loss rises to a maximum due to the free water

molecules (dipoles) rotating in response to the applied field (molecular friction). Thirdly'

in the optical region, the ac capacitivity has a value near 5.5 and again the dielectric loss

7 -L
.fs
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TABLE 2, 3t Debye parameters for pure water at various temperatures.

Temperature
('c)
T

Static Dielectric
Constant(")

(N.D.)þ)

€s

Critical
Wavelength

(cm)

Lt

Critical
Frequency

(GHz)

Js

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

8&.2

84.2

80.4

76.7

73.1

69.8

66.6

63.6

60.7

57.9

55.1

3.3

2.4

1.8

t.4
1.1

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.5

0.4

0.2

9.10

t2.43

16.68

2t.69

2'.7.t0

32.58

38.29

45.t9

55.5 i
7 4.71

r22.66

(a) Tabulated values of the static dielecrric constant and critical wavelength were interpolated by a polyno-

mial fegfession from dåra obtained by collie et ø1. [32]. The regression coefficient @2) for both the

static electric constânt and critical wavelengrh was 0.99.

(b) Non dimensional.

becomes negligible. The dielectric loss is low at the optical frequencies since the free

water dipoles a¡e unable to track the rapid field reversals due to the short excitation peri-

ods of the field and intemal water viscosity.

2.5.2.2. Ionic Solutions

In food, the presence of dissolved salts, which act as conductive charge carri-

ers i¡ an elecEomagnetic field, causes reduction of the static dielectric constant and

t9
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augmenration to rhe dielectric loss of the Debye equations for pure solvents t33;a01. Mod-

ification of the Debye equations to incorporate the soluble salt content are exhibited in

the Hasted-Debye equadons [37]:

.'-e"-28-É--"çfh^- .t ' n

l+(L,/L)'

e',^= 17, ¡ X¡ e" - ZE - e= * #-
1 + 0" I L)2 r}ÚDeo

(2.30)

(2.3r)

where ô is the average hydration number of the salt, C is the salt concenü*¿tion and zl is

100.00
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FIGURE 2. lt Dielectric behavior oî pure wa6r as function of ftequency at lemperature
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the equivalent conductiviry ofa ionic solution. While the introduction of soluble salts, as

seen in the above equations, has slight effect on the relative ac capacitivity of pure water

it adds, however, a electrical conduction term to the dielectric 1oss. The effective con-

ductivity components as indicated by (2. 18) are reexpressed in equadon (2.31), i'e.'

power loss is a combination of dipole rotâtion and conductive (ionic) charge migration

effects. Therefore, it is immaterial whether the power loss is expressed in terms of con-

ductivity as in (2. 18), or simply designated dielectric loss, as in (2. 31). Both approaches

have advantages depending on the application.

The electrical conductance of a solution is a summation of all contributions

f¡om the ions present t411. It depends upon the number of ions per unit volume of the so-

lution and upon the velocities with which these ions move under the influence of the ap-

plied electromagnetic fîeld. Generally, as electrolyte solution is diluted, the conductance

will decrease. The conductivity component of (2. 31)

n=-AC-" 1000

is an expression used to denote the ability of individual ions to conduct. Since in foods

many possible ions may be present and since (2. 32) does not incorpofate these combined

contributions, a refe¡ence standard of sodium chlo¡ide equivalents is applied. That is, the

food material is cha¡acterized to have an ion concentration expressed in sodium chloride

equivalents [+z]. The equivalent conductivity is highly tempefatrre dependent.

Table 2. 4 shows equivalent conductivity values for an aqueous sodium chloride (NaCl)

solution at 18'C t431. Fo¡ most ions an increase in ionic conducta¡ce of 24o l'c is

expected. As seen by (2.30) and (2.31) both the ac permittivity and dielectric loss are

concentration dependent, in addrtion to the frequency and temperature dependence shown

by the Debye equations (see Figure 2.2 and Figure 2. 3). Aqueous sodium chloride at

concenEation levels below sâturation has an average hydration number of 5'5, resulting

(2.32)
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f¡om the binding of four water molecules by the sodium ion and seven water molecules

by the chloride ion.

The dipole rotation and conductive losses vary with temperature such that the

dipole loss component decreases with increasing temperatufe, whe¡eas the ionic loss

component increases with increasing temperatue. This behavior is deduced from the

temperatue dependence of the static dielecfic constant and crirical wavelength on the

dipole rotation loss and from the temperatufe dependence of the equivalent conductivities

on the ionic loss. As shown in Figure 2. 4, an intermediate Íansition point, where the

ionic loss component exceeds the dipole loss component, indicates the change in the

dominant component. The transition point, as expected, dec¡eases as the salt concentra-

TABLE 2. 4: Equivalent conductivíties of sodit*n chloride aqueotu solution at 19oC.

Concentration
(M)
C

Equivalent ConductivitY(")
(S cmz lr4-t;

A

0.0001

0.005

0.01

0.05

0.1

0.5

1.0

2.0

5.0

106.5

103.8

102.0

95.7

92.0

80.9

74.3

9.8
42,7

(a) From Lange's Handbook of Chemistry
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FÌcuRE 2. 2: The relative ac permittivity as a function of temperature at 2450 MHz for
various sodiu¡n chloride concenftations.

tion increases and is functionally dependent on frequency.

2 5 .2.3 . Organic Solids

structural, suspended, or bound food constituents a¡e dielectricaily inen in

comparison to the dielectrically active liquids such as water and aqueous solutions [42].

The effect of undissolved structual or colloidal solids on the dielectric behavior of foods

is to reduce the dielecfic activiry of the active components present' The dieiectric re-

sponse of colloidal solids is simila¡ the the behavior of ice at temperatues near freezing

23
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and is independent of temperature and frequency. The dielectric properties of ice [35] afe

given in Table 2. 5.

2 5 .2 .4. Two Phase Models for Homogeneow Mixtures

The basic model fo¡ all food producs is a combination of the model for

dielectrically active constiruents which is expressed by (2. 30) and (2. 31) and the model

for dielectrically inactive constituents which is stated in terms of the dielegtric propenies

of ice. Foodstuffs, in terrns of their dielecfic behavior, can be classified in two broad
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FIGURE 2. 4: H asted-D ebye model losses of 0.10 M aqueow sodiu¡n chloride at various
temperatures (2450 MHz),

categories: noninteractive and interactive mixûres [44]. Interactive mixtures -

combinations of water and alcohol - are of concem to fluid processing (synrps and alco-

holic beverages). Noninteractive mixtures, consisting of dielectric inert solids a¡d dielec-

tric active fluids, encompass the majority of the nan¡ral semi-solid foods; fruits,

vegetables, meat and fish.

The Fricke model [45], originally developed to estimate the complex conduc-

tivity of mixtures, was later modified by Mudgett t42l to predict complex permittivity of

noninteractive mixtures which yielded the modified Fricke model

')<
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(2.33)

where €" is the dielectric constant of the solid phase, v" is the volume fraction of the solid

phase and 1 is the fitting or form factor. The form factor models the shape of the solid

pafiicle suspensions within the continuous phase; Maxwell's model [46] for sphe¡icai-par-

ticles have a form factor of unity and Rayleigh's model t47l for long cylindrical particles

have a form facto¡ of two.

Homogeneous semi-solid products will include those foods with uniformly

d.istributed iiquid and solid phases which are intimately commingled and do not contain

other foreign material with significantly different properties. Ove¡ the past couple of de-

cades, dielectric properties of homogeneous semi-solid food have been measu¡ed and

used for comparison with the predictive models of equation (2.33) Î421. Dielectric

TABLE2,53 Dielectric data of iceat -l2oc Íor various frequencíes.

_ êru, Íer,l\ - fi"l + er,*1L - vtlTJ...=m

Frequency
(Hz)

Í

ac permittivity G)

(N'D')(o)

i,

dielectric loss(")
(N.D.)

€r

1x ld
1x106

1x107

3x10e

10 x 1010

4.80

4.15

3.70

3.20

3.t7

3.2300

0.5000

0.0670

0.0030

0.w22

(a) Tabulaæd dielectric daø of von Hippel [351.

(b) Non dimensional.
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measurements for meats and fish by Bengtsson and Risman [22] and for law beef by To et

al. 148) were shown to display Rayleigh model behavior while data measu¡ements on

vegetables followed Maxwell's model predictions. Typically, natural meats, f,rsh,

vegetables and fruit products have dissolved sait content ranging from 0.05M to 0.15M in

sodium chloride equivalents ¡++1.



3.
Modelíng the

C ontinuous Mícrowave Process

3.1, INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter described the engineering properties of the food material

intended for use in the continuous microwave process unit described in chapter 1. These

engineering properties will play a fundamental role in the differential equations which

desc¡ibe electromagnetic (EM) energy, heat and mass traJìsfer phenomena occurring in

the food material undergoing mic¡owave processing. The topic of this chapter is to

identify the various EM, heat and mass transfe¡ phenomena involved in the microwave

heating process, and to show the interaction between these phenomena during the pro-

cess. Congruently, the description of these phenomena is used for the deveiopment of a

first orde¡ numerical model for the microwave process unit.

As in all process systems, the microwave heating unit has a sequence of reac-

to¡s, each receiving influents and each discharging effluents, in distinctive steps to

achieve some overall purpose. Only after the scientific principles which underpin each

reactor are clearly understood, conrolled, and organized can they be integrated into a

complete system. The primary reactor in the microwave heating process is EM heat gen-

eration within the food material. This heat generation, which is caused by the absorption

of EM energy from an extemal EM field, i¡duces a temperatue rise within the food ma-

28



Chapter 3 Modeling the Continuous Microwave Process

terial. When the food product reaches the wet bulb temperarure of the surrounding medi-

um, the heat generation is also accompanied by significant moisture migration. This

moisture migration, in turn, affects the energy absorption characteristics of the food, thus

creating a coupling between the heat and mass transfer parameters. Conceptually, this

process system may be partitioned into three major sections: EM aspects of heat genera-

tion, heat transfer, and mass transfer [49]. The approach taken in this study will

emphasize the EM aspects of the process and introduce simple, but workable, heat and

mass transfer models where necessary.

In order to study the EM, heat and mass Eansfer phenomena occurring in the

continuous microwave process unit the concepts of eleceophysical systems and control

volumes are required. These terms are defined in the next section.

3.2, THE ELECTROPHYSICAL SYSTEM AND THE CONTROL
VOLUME

An elecrophysical system is defined as a quantity of matter of fixed mass and

identity upon which attention is focused for study. Moreover, electrophysical systems

specifically refers to systems which use electromagnetic ene¡gy as a prima¡y heat source.

Everything external to the system is the surroundings; the system is sepanted from the

surroundings by the system boundaries' EM energy, heat and mass may cross the bound-

ary of a system during a process. The objective of an elecrophysical model is to deter-

mine during processing the distribution of EM energy, temperan¡re and mass composition

of the mass within the System. Furthermore, when the system involves an exchange of

mass with the surroundings, the mass flow rates are also of interest.

Electrophysical systems are broadiy classified into closed systems and conEol

volumes. A ctosed system is one where only EM energy and heat crosses the system

boundary. A control volume is a system that, in addidon to the flow of EM energy and

heat, involves a flow of mass across the system boundary. In the case of a control
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Chapter 3 Modeling the Continwus Miuowave Process

volume, the system boundary is refened to as a control sudace'

Thus, a closed system is defined when dealing with a fixed quantity of mass,

and a control volume is specified when a¡ analysis is to be made that involves a flow of

mass. As an example, to demonstrate the difference in these two electrophysical systems'

consider the two types of microwave process units. A closed system is defined when

developing an eiectrophysical model on a batch microwave oven (the mass of the food

material is stationary). Whereas, due to the flow of mass (food materiai) into and out of

the continuous microwave unit, a control volume is utilized.

The literature on microwave processing of food materials reveals an obvious

need for complete electrophysical models of batch and continuous microwave process

units. There has been, however, severâl studies which investigated particular aspects of

the electrophysical model for batch oven process systems. Since the early 1970's work

has been conducted in obtaining temperature-time profiles in high moisture foods in elec-

tromagnetic fields and obtaining EM field distributions within microwave cavities.

To obtain a temperature-time profile within a food material undergoing micro-

wave processing three approaches have generally been used: i) analysis of the intemal

EM heat generation ii) analysis of the power absorbed and iii) solution of the general

heat conduction equation. The fi¡st approach qualifies the mechanism of heating in a

food material in EM fields by analysis of the intemal EM heat genemtion [50; 51;52; 53].

The internal EM heat generation is defined as the rate as which heat is generated in the

food material and is determined by the product of the dielectric loss of the mate¡ial and

the scalar product of the electric field veclor. Typically, a simple spatial dependency of

the electric field within the material is assumed in this modeling approach. The difficulty

with this approach is that it only gives an indication of heat generation, not the amount of

enetgy actually transferred to the food material. The second approach calculates the

temperatt¡fe rise within the food matelial by measuring the abso¡bed microwave power
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t54; 551. The d¡awback with such an approach is that in most situations the abso¡bed mi-

crowave power within a food material cannot be accurately measured. However, if it can

be measured the absorbed power may be translated into a temperature-time profile. The

third approach, modeling by the heat conduction equation, is the most generally applica-

ble model. This approach calculates the temperature-time profile by solving the

unsteady,state heat conduction panial differential equation, subject to appropriate bound-

ary conditions. The heat conduction equation solved is the same equation which would

be used in conventional closed heating systems except that an intemâl EM heat genera-

don rerm is added. The work by Ohisson and Bengtsson [56] who showed the effects of

varying EM penetration depth on tempera$re profiles of beef, pork and ham, and that of

Nykvist and Deca¡eau t5?l and Ohlsson and Risman t58l who computed temperature

profiles using cylindrical product geometries, afe notable examples. It should be pointed

out that none of these above studies incorporates an analysis of mass transfer. One study

in the literatu¡e which did inco¡porate mass transfer was conducted by Ang et al. t59l'

Ang and his coworkers, however, assumed a constant internal EM heat genemtion term in

the heat conduction equation. Modeling by the heat conduction equation has also been

successfully applied in the area of biorriedical engineering t60;611. In this study the thi¡d

approach is used to model the heat transfer aspect of the electrophysical model for the

continuous microwave process unit.

Other studies investigated the EM field distributions within cavities of batch

process systems for simple food material configurations. Examples include the work on

EM modal pauems by Bhania ¿¡ 4/. t621, El-Sayed and Farghaly t631, and Tv¡et et al.

[6+] and studies on electric ñeld disributions within mutimode resonant rectangular heat-

ing cavities by Shou-zheng and Han-kui t65l and Watanabe et al. Í661.

In the next section a generalized elecrophysical modei is presented for the

continuous microwave processing unit described in chapter l.
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3.3. GENERALIZED APPROACH TO MODELING THE MICROWAVE
PROCESS I,JNIT

The objective of this section is to develop an electrophysical model for the

long-term steady opemtion of the continuous microwave process unit. This model will

not include the short-term transient start-up oI shutdown of the process unit, but only the

steady operating period of time. The oven cavity control surface defined for the

continuous microwave process unit is shown in Figure 3. 1. The following two premises

are made for the steady operation of the continuous microwave process unit: i) The phys-

ical state of the mass ar each point within the control volume does not vary in time. ii)

The mass flux and the state of the mass at each discrete alea of flow on the control

sul{ace do not vary with time and the rates at which EM energy and heat cross the control

surface remain constant. These two premises characterize a steady-state, steady flow pro-

cess. The significance of these two plemises on the process is now considered.
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Chapter 3 Modeling the Continww Microwave Process

P¡emise 1 requhes that the EM energy, heat and mass is conserved across the

control surface. The two continuity equations of basic interest for the cavity control vol-

ume are i) mass continuity equation and ii) the EM power continuity equadon. The

heat continuity equation is not of prime concern. Therefore, the mass continuity equadon

is

th¡p=m¡+ths+th¿¡* (3. i)

intetface
bebe¿eî
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where subscripts.Þ = food Product, / = fat, i1'' = water vapor and the dot over the symbol

represents a flow rate. Litewise, the EM power continuity equation for the cavity control

su¡face is

P = Pt + P* + P"+ P¿ (3.2)

where the power delivered to the oven caviry by the magnetrons P equals the power lost

in oven leakage P¡, plus the power absorbed by the cavity walls Pr, plus the power

coupled back to rhe magnetrons P", plus the power dissipated within the food material P¿.

The power quantities P¡ , Pn and P" a¡e refened to as the oven cavity power losses. As

shown in Figure 3. 2, only a portion of the Zo available magnetron power Po is delivered

to the oven cavity due to a mismatch loss between the waveguide and the oven caviry;

thus

P = Po - Pt (3. 3)

where P. is the reflected power. ( Note: The Zo avulable power is the maximum power

that a matched microwave generato¡ can deliver to a passive load. This occu¡s when the

magnetron's internal impedance equals the characteristic impedance of the waveguide

connecting the magnetron to the oven cavity.) Premise 2 re4uires that the application of

(3. 1), (3. 2) and (3. 3) to the continuous miclowave process unit be independent of time.

Furtherrno¡e, premise 2 necessitates that the food product is homogeneous with respect to

it's constituents and is distributed uniformly on the conveyor belt as it ente¡s the micro-

wave cavity.

Clearly, for steady-state, steady flow microwave p¡ocesses the EM field

distributions E(r) and H(r), the temperatue disribution (r) and the mass concentration

profiles m,u (r) and rn¡ (r) within the cavity control volume are functions of the position

vecror r but independent of time. Moreover, from (3.2) and (3. 3) the steady-state effi-

ciency of the microwave cavity may be defined as
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t1c."itt = f; (3. 4)

Another steady-state parameter which will be useful to characterize the microwave

process is the temperature weighted mean effective relative dielectric constant of the food

product, given by

e{ = @;)û - j(€)ú (3. s)

where the effective temperatue weighted mean of the ac capacitiviry is defined as

6" = # ! I I,**.*p(r) 
€l?(r) dv (3.6)

a¡d the effective dielectric loss is

6. = # I I I,**"*pG) 
ê;QG)) dv (3.'7)

and ¡¡t is the mass of the food material over which the integration is performed.

The fundamental difference between the modeling of a batch process oven as

compared to a continuous process oven is evident from the above discussion of steady-

state, steady flow processes. In batch processes the oven's operating conditions are con-

tinuously changing as the food material changes physical state. Thus, the process param-

ete¡s, such as EM field distributions, temperature profiles, oven efficiency etc., are

functions of processing time. Whereas, in steady-state, steady flow continuous processes

the oven's operating conditions do not v?.ry with processing úme. The p¡ocess parame-

ters in steady-state continuous ovens are funcúons of position, as in batch processes, but

independent of time.

The steady-state partial differential equâtions for EM fields, heat conduction

and mass concentration of the food constituents make it possible simultaneously to calcu-

late the EM field distribution, heat transfer and the mass transfer for the food product un-

dergoing processing in the continuous microwave oven. For the general case these

equations are summa¡ized as follows:
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EM Jield conservation eqwúiotß: Within the cavity control su¡face the electric and mag-

netic fields are govemed by Maxwell's equations (2. 16)-(2. 17), which are repeated here

for convenience

VxE=_jap"H

VxH= ae,"E+j(D¿E

(3. 8)

(3. e)

where rr¡ is the angular frequency, po the permeability, €" the dielectric loss, e'the ac

capacitivity, and the complex electric and magnetic intensities are E and H, respectively.

Equations (3. 8)-(3.9) are subject to appropriate boundary conditions for the tangential

components of E and H on the cavity control su¡face and the air-food material interface.

The electric fîeld strength is converted to a volumetric intemal heat generation term with-

in the food material (since e" is zero elsewhere within the cavity) by

4cn= Qe" lE12 (3.10)

Recall from chapter 2 that the dielectric behavior of a food material is functionally depen-

dent on mass concentrations of the food constituents and temperature. Thus, the same

functional dependence is implicitly expressed in (3. 10).

Heat conservation eqwûíon: Heat transfer in microwave food processes may be repre-

sented by the identical equations as those in conventional food heating Processes with the

addition of an internal heat generation term p5l. The partial differential equation for heat

conduction in an isoropic medium for foods in microwave heating is

V . tr Vf(r)l = q"(r) - q" (r) (3. 11)

where r is the thermal conductiviry of the food material, 4" is the volumetric heat re-

moved by convected mass, and q". is the volumetric intemal heat generation resulting

from absorbed EM energy. Each parameter in (3. 11) may be a function of the position

vector r and/or tempe¡ature ?- Equation (3. 11) is subject to appropriate boundary
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conditions on the food material surfaces for heat transfer by surface convection and mois-

ture evaporation which a¡e generally expressed as

rcYT+¡t =6 ß. 12)

where ¡t is the overall surface heat transfer coefficient and G is a given function. Radia-

tive heat transfer effects are considered negligible at surface temperatures normally at-

tained in microwave food processing.

Mass conservation equa¿tion: When a concentration gradient exists for a liquid or vapor

within a food product, mass transport of the liquid or vapor will assume to behave ac-

cording to Fick's steady-state law

V'(D¡VcÐ=0 (3. 13)

where the subscript i is either w (water) or/ (tallow or fat) and D is the diffusion coeffi-

cient or diffusivity and c is the mass concentration. Equation (3. 13) is subject to

appropriate boundary conditions for mass transfer of surface resistance and surface equi-

librium. The mass conservation equation is coupled to the heat conduction equation by

4", which is given by

Qc= cp.w¡YT (3. 14)

where co is the specific heat and W the mass flux of the food constituent.

In summa¡y, the objective of the elecuophysical model is to solve (3. 8) and

(3. 9) for the EM field distribution, (3. 11) for the temperature dist¡ibution and (3. 13) for

the mass composition profle and relate the tesults to the mass and EM energy continuity

equations (3. 1) and (3.2), respectively. Note, in accord with the objective ofan electro-

physical model, the above heat and mass conservarion equations are only solved within

the food material. It is assumed that the air extemal to the food material within the oven

cavity control su¡face remains at a constant, uniform atmospheric condition' Moreover,

the air above the food material in the oven cavity and that below the conveyor belt in the
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tallow drainage system are at the same temperature, Hence, there is no heat flow through

the food material due to air temperatu¡e conditions.

Since (3.8)-(3.9), (3. 11) and (3. 13) a¡e sets of 3-dimensional nonlinea¡ in-

terdependent panial differential equations, exact analytical solutions cannot be found.

Therefore, a numerical method, such as f¡nite difference or finite element, is usually ap-

plied to obtain approximate field distributions and, temperature and mass concentration

profiles. A conceptual flow chan fo¡ a numerical model using the generalized oven cavi-

ty control volume approach to the continuous microwave process unit is shown in

Figure 3. 3. The iteration procedure is necessa¡y in o¡de¡ to incorporate the nonlinear be-

havior of the heat and mass conservafion equations. Nevenheless, due to the extreme

complexity of the system even numerical solutions seem unlikely. Therefore, in the next

section a second control volume is introduced which will reduce the 3-dimensional

consewation equations into their one dimensional form. The independencies and

nonlinea¡ities of (3. 8)-(3. 9), (3. 11) and (3. 13) a¡e maintained in this simplification, and

therefo¡e the overall heating characteristics of the mic¡owave process unit are preserved.

However, a drawback encountered in this simplification is that the time va¡iable is neces-

sary, thus changing the generalized electrophysical model from the steady-state into the

unsteady-state domain. It is for this reason the simplified approach is referred to as mod-

eling by time iteration.

3,4, MODELING BY TIME ITERATION

The second control su¡face, referred to as the simulation control su¡face, is

shown is Figure 3.4. This control surface, defined as the product's elementary cross-sec-

tion of unit a¡ea within the microwave oven cavity, forms the basis of the electrophysical

model used in the time iteration approach. EM energy, heat and mass conservation

equations are solved for this control volume. Since it is assumed that there is no net later-
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simulaúon conEol volume Ar,.'.,4n
are the su¡face afeas of
the food mâterial

FIGURE 3, 4: The top view of the simulation control volume.

al flow of EM energy, heat and mass, all transfers of these quantities by the simuiation

conEol volume a¡e one-dimensional and a¡e done across the top and bottom surfaces of

the control volume. Assuming uniform product thickness, EM energy, heat and mass

transfers on this simulation control surface may be extrapolated to any product size. By

integrating over the product's surface a¡ea, the exrapolation value is calculated. The

edge effecs of the product area are assumed negligible and, thus, not included in this

extrapolation.

Figure 3. 5 shows the side view of the simulation control volume. The control

volume is subdivided into two regions; region II, the food product of thickness d and re-

gion trI, a lossless diele¡tric filled gap (which may be zero in thickness) between the

product and the perforated conveyor belt. Extemal to these boundaries are the surround-

ings; region I, the medium through which the incident wave is applied arid region IV, the

perfectly conducting ground plane (the perforated conveyor belt).

belt within the oven covity
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Chapter 3 Modeling the Continunus Microwave Process

Radiant power from the microwave cavity is incident on the surface of the

product in region II at some angle from the normal. Radiation striking the surface is split

into two components: a reflected wave propagating at an angle equal to the angle of

incidence, and a transmitted wave passing into the material. The transmitted wave is ¡e-

fracted and attenuated within region II according to the Lambert power absorption law,

thereby, causing heat generation in the product. If the transmitted wave is not fully atten-

uated as it exits the product's surface (z = d), it is then reflected and refracted. Some

power is reflected back into the materiai and some transmitted into region III. Any power

escaping from region II experiences reflection by the conduoing belt and is reflected

ì...t t

FIGURE 3. 5: Typical unit cross-section of product within a microwave oven caviry.
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Chapter 3 Modeling the Continuous Microwave Process

back into the material. Thus, the total absorbed power within region II is dependent not

only on the magnitude of the incident plane wave in region I, but also, on the nature of

the reflections and refractions. It should be noted that the simulation control volume and

its surroundings are actually enciosed by the cavity control volume.

A conceptual flow chart for a numerical model using the time iteration ap-

proach on the microwave process unit is shown in Figure 3.6. Notice the nume¡ical

model begins and ends the routine using the caviry control volume. At the stan of the

routine a calculation of an effective EM field incident on the food material within the

cavity is undertaken (step 1). This effective incident field calculation is based on an esti-

mation of the steady-state cavity efficiency (3. 4) and the effective temperature weighted

mean of the food product's dielectric constant (3.6) and (3.7) within the cavity conrol

volume. The value detennined fo¡ the effecdve incident field is assumed to uniformly

illuminate the top surface of the food material within the oven cavity control volume and

is kept constant for steps 2-5 of the numerical simulation. Following the effective inci-

dent field calculation, the numerical simulation performs tÏe one dimensional electro-

physical model on the simulation control volume (steps 2-5). Clearly, the value of the ef-

fective incident field calculated in step 1 of the flow chart is the value of the incident

field used for region I of the simulation control volume during step 2. At the conclusion

of the numerical simulation, extrapolation from the simulation control volume to the

cavity control volume is performed. It is apparent from the flow cha¡t that the time

variable spatially sweeps from those product conditions at the input port of the micro-

wave cavity through to those at the exit pon. For example, the EM field distribution and

temperatue and mass concentration profiles at the midway point between the input and

exit pons conespond to predicted values at a time halfway tbrough the simulation.

Figure 3. 7 illusrates the time stepping action in modeling the continuous microwave

food process. The total time tn of the simulation may be translated into a conveyor belt
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Chapter 3 Modeling the Contintnus Microwave Process

speed v¿¿¡ from

Ivaa,=l (3.15)

where / is the length of the oven cavity. Evidently, during the numerical simulation the

food material within region II of the simulation contol volume is generally

inhomogeneous with respect to it's engineering properties.

A limitation of the eleceophysical time ite¡ation model results from reducing

the 3-dimensional electromagnetic equations within the cavity control volume to the sim-

ulation control volume. The EM power continuity equation and the oven cavity efficien-

cy are excluded in the time ite¡ation approach. Thus, these quantities are not determined

by the time iteration model. In appendix A the EM power continuity and oven caviry ef-

ficiency a¡e examined in detail.

Modeling the actual EM field distribution above the food material in the cavi-

oven cavity
contol surface

l¿tlnl¿¡l¿¡lul

FTGURE 3. 7: A diagram illwtating the function of the time variable for the tíme iteru-
tion simplification oj the generalízed electrophysical model of the caviry control volwne.
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ty control volume as a uniform effective incident field distribution in the time iteration

approach is a first order approximation. In this approximation, the food material entering

the oven cavity experiences the same incident field as the food material at all other loca-

tions within the oven cavity. The actual incident freld at the product surface varies in

both lateral x and y directions within the oven cavity and is influenced by a number of

cavity parameters, of which fou¡ will be discussed. Firstly, the radiation pattem of the

waveguide assembÌies as they are connected to the oven cavity. Relative field strength

maximums occu¡ below the waveguide aperture, whereas relative field strength

minimums occur between waveguide to cavity inputs. Secondly, the the position of the

mic¡owave delivery system on the cavity wall significantly influences the field

distribution within the cavity. For example, the closer the microwave source is to the

product, the greater the fîeld intensity; the reverse is also true. Thirdly, microwave power

generators (magnerons) may vary in frequency and amplitude as a response to the chang-

ing load conditions found within the cavity. Variations in frequency and amplitude in the

magnetron causes coÍesponding changes in the field intensity within the cavity. Finally,

the physical dimensions of the cavity also affect the field intensity. The scattering of EM

fields from the product surface and ¡eflections from the cavity wall cause both construc-

tive ând deconstructive interference field patterns within the cavity. In chapter 4 this

approximation is fu¡ther discussed and an approach to mapping the lateral -r and y field

distribution within the oven cavity is presented. A second order electrophysical time

iteration model could incorporate a varying incident field.

The unsteady-state application of the EM, heat and mass transfer equations

expressed by (3.8)-(3. 14) to the simulation control volume (steps 2-5) requires some

qualification. When the EM field equations we¡e fi¡st presented in chapter 2 for the ac

time harmonic steady-state case, the validity of these EM equations was based on the as-

sumption that the electrical parameters of the medium did not vary significantly over a
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period of time comparable to the period of EM field. Since the heat and mass Ea¡sfer

râtes are comparably much slowe¡ then the frequency of the EM f,reld oscillation, the EM

field equations (3. 8)-(3. 9) are still applicable for the simulation control volume. That is,

with respect to the heat conduction equation, the rate of internal EM heat generation

within the food material is approximated by the ac steady-state EM fieid equations ex-

pressed at discrete time intervals /t during the numerical simulation. However, the un-

steady-state form of the mass and heat conservation equadons (3. 11) and (3. 13), respec-

tively, are used in the application of the time iteration modeling approach.

In summa¡y, the elecrophysical time iteration model will solve for the EM

field distribution, the temperature distribution and mass composition profile within the

simulation control volume subject to the effective incident EM field and temperature con-

ditions of it's surroundings. The results are then related to the mass continuity equation.

Section 3.5 presents the methodology used for the calculation of the effective

incident field from the steady-state operating cha¡acteristics of the cavity control volume

(step 1). ln section 3.6, the discussion focuses on the determination of the intemal heat

generation due to the absorption of EM energy within the simulation control volume

(steps 2 and 3). Heat and mass transfer phenomena are applied to the simulation control

volume in Section 3.7 (steps 4 and 5). Details of the extrapolation (step 6) and the

numerical simulation based on the electophysical time iteration model is desc¡ibed in the

concluding section 3.8.

3,5. ENERGY COUPLING

Energy coupling is a term used to describe the power absorbed by a material

f¡om an extemal EM freld. As previously mentioned, the absorbed power within the food

material of the simulation control volume is dependent both on the magnitude of the

incident plane wave and on the natue of the reflections and refractions. By using the
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TE Component TM Component
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FlcuRE 3. 8: Expanded víew of the air-food materíal ínterface within the cavity control
volusne showing the TEz andTM" components of the incident fíeld.

caviry controi volume, this section presents the methodology necessary to calculate the

effective fîeld strength within the cavity incident on the food material. The incident

plane wave magnitude calculated in this section will be used to specify the external field

in region I of the simulation control volume (see section 3.6). In o¡der to present this

methodology, the mathematical expressions for the field and power quantities of the inci-

dent field are required. These expressions are now introduced.

3.5,1. The Effective Incident Field

For mathematical simplicity, any arbitrarily polarized EM plane wave incidenl

on the food material at angle 0¡* may be sub-divided into two components: a component

with the eiectric field vector parallel to the air-food interface and a component with the

magnetic field vector parallel to the interface, known respectively as the transverse

electic (TE") component and Eansverse magnetic (TMr) component. Figure 3. 8

illustrates the TE, and TM, components at the air-food material interface. Associated

eü

w
e:"



Chapter 3 Modeling the Continuous Microwave Process

with each incident TEt and TM, component is a wave reflected at angle 0, related by the

effective ¡eflection coefficients RÍl and RrÍf (see below). Exact calculation of these ef-

fective reflection coefficients is deferred to section 3.6.5 when sufficient background the-

ory has been presented. Nevertheless, it is sufficient to realize at this point that these

coefficients a¡e based on steady-state operating cha¡acteristics of the oven cavity and rep-

resent the effective reflection f¡om the surface of the food product within the oven cavity.

That is, any portion of the incident wave not reflected at the surface is ransmitted ¿nd

absorbed by the food material.

The TE" component of the uniform plane wave incident on the food material

as shown in Figure 3. 10 has E parallel to the z = 0 plane with incident angle 9ffi and is

expressed in complex phasor form [6?] by

Ef" = gor-jt .<, sin AT*+ z c¡s eTJ

H '14c = (t¡cos ell" + a" sn e'!ll fr e'ite (xs'¡lßi'+ z qs ñ)

where Eo is the magnitude of the incident wave, tr and t, are the rectangular-coo¡dinate

unit vectors and the wave number ,to and the intri¡sic impedance 4, of free space are

given by

Iuoko=at qþo 11o= 1l I' \€o

(3.16)

(3. 17)

(3. le)

(3.20)
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(3. 18)

Note that the determination of Eo is a prime objective of this section. By postuiating an

effective reflection coefficient R { at t = 0 the reflected field in the incident medium is

Ej = Ertl"f e'ih@ sn eß* + z @s f'à

H¡ = ( t¡ cos gîÍ" + î" A^ eä. > ff ,-¡'t'(x sin gl + z os aTà
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Snell's law of reflection (0¡""= 0) has been employed in (3. 19) and (3.20). The z-

di¡ected average instantaneous power flow associated with the incident TE, wave is given

by the real part of the complex Poynting vector

pîL=ne(ExH* ¡.n,=l 4*12 
"oseîÍ.

where the superscript * denotes the complex conjugate of the quantity.

power flow out of the interface due to the reflected wave is

PT = PTÍ" t n"[ t2

(3.2t)

Similarly, the

(3.22)

(3.24)

(3.2s)

The difference between the incident and ¡eflected wave power must be the net transmit-

ted (or absorb€d) power,

PTf"*=PII"(1-lRfl2) (3.23)

Equation (3.23) represents the steady-state EM energy delivered to the food material

within the cavity control volume due to the ?Ez component of the incident field.

The TM" component of the uniform plane wave is incident on the food

material as shown in Figure 3. 8 and has H parallel to the z = 0 plane with incident angle

9,.f and is expressed in complex phasor form by t64

Er'¡¿c = ( fl¡ cos eTI - r" dn gf,l ) 1 o H. e -itø (x s¡ elÍ + z as ll)

H j"" = Ho ¿-lk.(x sn orf, + z øs 6T, )

where I1o is the magnitude of the incident wave. Analogous to the lE" case, the z-direct-

ed inciàent power flow is given by

PT#"= n.l H.12 cos 7lL (3.26)

Similar to (3.23), the steady-state EM energy delivered to the food material within the

cavity volume dve to the TMz component is, therefore

(3.27)
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where R r'{ is the effective reflection coefficient for the TM" case.

3,5.2. The Effective Incident Plane Wave Magnitude Calculation

Recall, the steady-state efficiency of the oven cavity is defined as

^ - P¿1caviu=fi ß'4)

The power delive¡ed to the food material may also be expressed in terms of the incident

field magnitudes in (3. 23) and(3.2'1)by

P¿ = PIl" ( 1 - I R.,[ t2 ) + PlI" ( I - t Ri{ 12 ) (3.28)

The¡efore, combining (3. 4), (3. 2l), (3.26), and (3. 28) the incident field magnitudes are

calculated by

and

I Eo 12 =7 4:-4"ou¡'Y P o

" ".o, e'i:"(1-ln{12)

tHolz=(1 -x) \!-|-"'ryPo 
=' ^' 4,ro, oi#(|-tRírt2 )

(3.2e)

(3. 30)

where ¿ is the incident field polarization factor which has a value between zero and one.

A polarization factor of one represents a total TEz incident wave whereas, conversely, a

value of zero represents a tofal TMz incident wave. The polarization factor models the

physical orientation of the waveguide/magnetron assemblies as they are connected to the

cavity. For example, Figure 3. 9 illustrates the top view of the oven cavity with three dif-

ferent waveguide/magnetron orientations and their corresponding polarization factors. ln

Figure 3.9(a), the wider dimension of the waveguide aperture is perpendicular to the

length of the oven cavity, as in the current oven design (Figure 1. 1) and, hence the

effective incident field is aTE"wave with polarization factor of one. Figure 3' 9(b) is the
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TM" waveguide orientadon with a polarization factor of zero. A combinarion of TE' and'

TM, is shown in Figure 3. 9(c) for a polarization factor of 0.5.

In the numerical simulation, the polarization lactot 7, the oven cavity efficien-

cy llcavity, the total magnetron Zo available power Po, TE" and TM, incident angles

poløizøion f acør
X=1.0

poløizøion f acør
2(=0.0

TM" ødTE, orientøion (half and halÐ

poløizøbn facør
f, = 0.5

FIGURE 3. 9t The top view of the oven cavíty íllustating three possible waveguide orien-
taion and their corresponding polarization factors.
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0ll" and g,.fl, respectively, are input parameters. Equations for the determination of the

effective reflection coeff,rcients R.IE andÀ'lM which are based on the steady-state

temperature weighted mean effective relative dielectric constant are presented in section

3.6.5.

3.6. INTERNAL EM HEAT GENERATION

Having presented the methodology to determine the value of the effective in-

cident field illuminating the food material within the cavity control volume, the

development of the one dimensional elecrophysical model for the simulation control

volume (steps 2-5 in Figure 3.6) is next undertaken. Section 3.6.1 begins development

of the model by describing the coupling, distribution and absorption of the effective inci-

dent plane wave into the food product (see Figure 3. 5). Section 3.7 continues the model

development by examining the heat and mass transfer for the simulation control volume.

The effective incident field as determined by (3. 29) and (3.30) a¡e used for

the intemal EM heat generation calculation. Thus, the total intemal EM heat generation

is determined by a summation of the heat generated by the TEt component of the incident

field and the heat generated by the TM" component. As shown in the flow chan

(see Figure 3. 6), to determine the intemal EM heat generation two steps are required: i)

a calculation of the electric and magnetic field intensities within the food material and ii)

appiication of the electric and magnetic field suengths to a heat generation equation. The

electric and magnetic field intensities and the intemal EM heat generation are found fì¡st

for the 18, component and then for the TM, component.
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3.6,1. Electromagnetic lVaves in Losy, Source Free Inhomogeneous Media

3 .6.1 .1 . Two Dímensional Transverse Electric (TEr) Case

P¡ovided region II is isotropic, sou¡ce free and inhomogeneous only in its

electrical properties, the electric and magnetic field equations for a two dimensional TEt

solution (E = Er(x,z)Ûy, H = Hx(x,z)ù.,+ H"(x,z) i) ue

*\+.#.r,>a,=þcþ.þt (3.31)

(3.32)

(3. 33)

(3. 3s)

(3. 3ó)
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where the wave numbe¡ of the medium is k = a(e lùrl2 Equations (3. 31)-(3. 33) a¡e

derived in Appendix A.

3 .6.1 .2. Two Dimewional Tran*erse Magnetic (TMz) Cøse

With Region tr isoropic, sou¡ce free and inhomogeneous only with respect to

electrical propenies, the electric and magnetic field equations for a two dimensional TM,

fi eld solution (H = H r(x,z) lJ.y, E = E, ( x,z) tx + E 26.,2) f ) Ne

,#.#.*2te,={t[<r.þ*t"þn (3.34)
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Equations (3. 34)-(3.36) are derived in Appendix A.

A rigorous solution to the intemal EM heat generation within the food materi-

al is given by (3. 31)-(3. 36). If these equations were solved, the eiectric and magnetic

field distributions within the simulation control volume would be obtained. These field

distributions may then be converted into an internal EM heat generation term for the heat

transfer equation. However, spatial variations in the temperature and moisture occurring

within the food material during microwave processing are reflected in the spatial depen-

dence of €r. In general, these va¡iations are complex and analytical solutions for (3. 31)-

(3.36) cannot be found. Therefore, an approximation is required. Two approaches may

be taken: i) introduce a numerical method to solve (3.31)-(3.36) or ü) modify the ge-

ometry of the simulation control volume to simplify (3.31)-(3.36) to which analytical

solutions a¡e available. The latter approach is taken in the next section. It should be

noted that the ultimate objective is to develop a electophysical time iteration model. As

it will be shown in section 3.8, the geometry approximation introduced for the simulation

control volume is compatible with any numerical method used for the solution of the heat

and mass conservaúon equations.

3,6.2. LayeredHomogeneousStructureGeometryApproximation

Shown in Figure 3. 10, region II (see Figure 3. 5) is divided into n layers of

homogeneous lossy material, each layer being of thickness d¡ and having electrical

properties €¡f6=0 where í = 1,2, n and magnetic property ¡-to. He¡e the

conductivity is set to zero since its effect is included within the imaginary part of e..

Wilh this approximation €r is constant throughout each layer thus reducing (3. 31)-(3. 36)

to standard Helmholtz equations. Initially, prior to any mic¡owave processing the food
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material in each layer is at the initial dielectric constant, temperature a¡d mass composi-

tion. Since spatial vâ¡iations of the dielecric constant developed during the process is

approximated by the mulri-laye¡ed structure, each layer remains homogeneous in dielec-

tric behavior during the numerical simulation. Note this layered structure can

accommodate two possibilities for the simulation control volume. If region trI (a lossless

dielectric) exists, the food material is divided into n-l homogeneous layers and the r¡th

TE Component TM Component

FIGURE 3. l0z lllustration of a plane wave obliquely incident on a layered homogeneous
structure.
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layer is region III. Otherwise, the food material is separated into n homogeneous layers.

Complete theo¡etical presentations by Wait [68] and Brekhovskikh t69l provide

fundamental reference material for electromagnetic waves in layered structures.

3.6.3. Reflection and Transmission of Obliquely I¡cident Waves on the Layered
Homogeneous Structure

The electric and magnetic fields are found in each region of the multilayer

structure and then converted to a intemal EM heat generarion for the 18, illumination in

section 3.6.3.1. Similarly, in section 3.6.3.2 the elecric and magnetic fields and intemal

EM heat generation are calculated for the TM" illumination. The total intemal EM heat

generation used in the heat conservation equation is a summation of the TE" and TM"

cases.

3.6.3.l . TE" Case

The uniforrn plane wave in region I of the simulation control volume as

shown in Figure 3. 10 has E parallel to the z=0 plane with incident angle 0¡¡1¿ and is ex-

pressed in complex phasor form by

EfE = Eo¿-ik@snlß*+ ' -" {"n)

¡¡izc = 1 t' cos 0#" + û." An erå> fte-ik"(¡ 
sing?+ z os gTJ

(3.37)

(3. 38)

At the z=0 plane, part of rhe wave will be reflected back at angle g,Ï and part will be

transmined into the material at angle 0T , each wave being expressed in the same form

as (3. 37) and (3. 38). For continuity of the tangential E and H fields at the interface, the

.r and y variation of all three partial fields must be the same, so that

(3.39)
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i.e., eü= g.o . Note, this continuity condition is extended over each interface. By

postulating an ove¡all reflection coefficient Rt at z = 0 the reflected electric field in re-

gion I is

Eí = E"Rt exp (-i(k,x + k".z))

H¡ = ( ûx cos 0#. + î" Sn e|,tr > 
Efi 

e xp ( -j (k, x + k," z ))

where &, =k.sin0TLandkz.=kocosgll . fne subscript on þ denotes the

region. Therefore, the total field in Region I for z<0 is given by

Ey= Ei* + Et = Eolexp (-jk",z) + Rvexp (ik',2)) e-j*,'

H = Ht- +H, =(HT +HÐt¡+ (Hf + H)fr,

(3. 40)

(3.4L)

layer or

(3.42)

(3. 43)

(3.47)

(3. 48)

Hx= HY + ¡{ = cos 1ff.Í- exp (-jk,,z)

H"=HY +Hr= sin e{ILrrp(-jk^z)

+ Rtexp (jk",z)lfte-ir,,, 
(3. 44)

+ Rtexp ( jk",z)) E!*eit ,
(3. 4s)

In each region or layer the E, field must satisfy Helmholtz's equation (3. 33)

and be subject to the boundary conditions for the tangential field at each interface as well

as satisfy î xE = 0 aT z=L, since o -+ o" for Region IV. Thus

1Y2 + tcl ¡ ør= o (3. 46)

where i=1, 2, . . . , n and ¿¡ = a (e,,Ib)rl2 is the wave number. By separation of vari-

abies, the solution for E, in the ith layer is

Er,=lEl exp (-jk",z) + Ei exp ( jkz,z)l e'itçx

Ê =r? +Ê,

where E¡' and E; are the electric field magnitudes of the forward and reflected waves, re-

spectively, in the jth layer (unknown constants). If we refer to (2. 16) where
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(3.49)

(3. s0)

rr - | ðEv,
,,r,_ jrp.E

then the tangential magnetic field in ith layer is obtained as

,,,= tJ- E{ exp (-ik",z) + E¡ exp (ik,,z)l e'itcx

where the z directed wave impedance is

- 8", 11o

"r,= Hr,= f+,*r 0,
(3. 51)

By imposing continuity of the tangential fields E, and I1r across each interface and the

boundary condition Ey = 0 at z=¿, a set of simulta¡eous equations is formulated:

At z=0,
(3. s2)

(3. s3)

EÅ,-Ei-Ei='Eo

¿"n,-z3ei +þø¡=-s.
Lzt Lzt

Atz = z¡,2¡=dt+ dz+. . . + d¡,i=1,2,., ., n-2,

E{ e-ikz\i + Ei ¿ikz,zi ' E ¡+r1¿'ikzítzi - Ei+reikzh'zi = O (3.54)

-El e'ik,F¡+E¡ eikþ¡-Zz-El¡1e-ikz*(i-Zz-g¡rr¿ikr*,2¡=g (3. 54)
Lz*, Lz¡t

At z = zn-r, znt = dl + d,2+ ., . + dn-1,

Ef,4e-ik"*rzn.1* En-1eik2*rz¡-1 - El le'ik"^z"-t - ¿ikr,(2,-1 '2L)l=O
(3. s6)

-E[-1 e'ikz*1zn-t + En-1eikz*¡zn-r -t+ r¡ | e -lkr^zo-1 + ¿ikr,(zn-1-2L)l=O
z"'" (3. s7)

In matrix form when (3. 52)-(3. 57) are combined we get

Umv=wE (3. s8)

where Um (size 2nx2n) contains the complex coefficients of the wave impedances, v is a

column vector of the unlmown surface reflection coefficient ¡-, and the electric field
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magnitudes Ei's and Ei's and column vector wrE is zero except for the fust two entries.

UB is a banded matrix with bandwidth two. The¡efore, upper and lower triangular

factorization of Un will preserve it's sparse natu¡e and reduce the computation time of a

solution [20]. The overall reflection coefficient R1 is given by the first element of wr¡ and

the remaining E,i' s and Ef ' s represent the magnitude of the forward and reflected electric

field wave in each layer. The field distribution provided by the solution of (3. 58) is con-

verted to an intemal EM heat generation term for each layer which will be used in the

heat transfer discretizadon equation.

The conversion of the EM energy to intemal heat generation within each re-

gion of the multiJayer structure may be accomplished by (3. 10), however, a simpler

method applies an energy balance using conservation of energy. The ¡eal part of the

complex Poynting vector S,

p=Re { S } =Re { ExH* J =+@xH* +E* xH )
(3. s9)

gives the time average i¡stantaneous power flow. By vinue of (3. 59) the average power

flow into the flrnt interface at z = 0 due to the incident field is

pl* =rretEi" (H,[" ¡- 1=l 
Eonl" 

"o, 
e'{L

and similarly the power flow out of the fi¡st interface due to the reflected field is

Pl = Re I Eí ( HIl. I =t 
E" t"ltu tt 

"o, 
eîl

The¡efore, the power transmitted into Region tr is

(P t'^),= 
o = (P in") 

"= 
o - Q i),= o =LEdt "o" 

eif" 6 - t n' P¡

(3. 60)

(3. 61)

(3.62)

The power absorbed in the ith layer is the difference between the power fluxes through

the two boundary interfaces

(3. 63)
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(Pîb\¡ = (Pl^")" =,,- (P'{^"), ="'t,



Pl'^" = R"lçh ( Eirik,z a B;¿'lhP )( -Ele-itc'" + Eie'ia'z ¡*\ (3. 64)

This may be converted to a power density dissipated on a per unit volume basis by

(sfh,=+

Chapter 3 Modeling the Contiruous Microwave Process

(3. 6s)

Equation (3.65) represents the intema-l EM heat generation term due to the ZEz compo-

nent of the incident plane wave i¡ each layer used for heat transfer calculations.

3.6.3.2. TM" Case

A uniform plane wave in region I of the simulation control volume, incident at

angle 0¡,a with H parallel to the z=0 plane, is expressed in complex phasor form by

Hï* = U" ¿-ih(xsneIr+zøs6Í) (3. 66)

Bi"c= 1t"cos elf-îrsln 0l,l) noHoe'itç(xs¡oÏI+zasdI) Q'67)

Analogous to the TE, case, the tangential field components in each layer are:

In region I (incident medium),

Hy.=HoÍexp(-jk,"z)+Ruexp(ik",z)Ie'iB (3'68)

Ey,=Z,.HoIexp(-jk""z)-Rrexp(jkz,z)]e'jt'* (3.69)

In ith layerwhere i = 1,2,3,. . ., n-1,

Hr,=lHf exp(-jk",z)+H¡exp(jk",z)le-ikr (3.70)

8,,=z",LHfexp(-jk,,z)-Hiexp(ik,,z)le-jtax (3'71)

where Hf and Ë4 are the magnitudes of the forward and reflected magnetic fields waves,

respectively, in each layer. In the nth layer,

Hy,= HI I exp( -jk", z) + exp(i k,^(z - 2L))) e'ib (3' 72)

E,^=2,^Hllexp(-jk"^z)-exp(ik,,(z-2L))l¿-it<* (3'73)

From the solution of Helmholtz's equation, the separation equation is
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*? =tc? + t<? (3.74)

where ft, = ko sin )ff. and kr,= k¡ cos 0¡ and the wave impedance in the z di¡ection fo¡ the

TM" case is

Zr,= 
nþ 

cos oi (3.7 s)

By imposing continuity of the talgential fields across each interface, 2n simultaneous

equations are obtained from which the reflection coefficient, R¡¡ and unknown coefficients

Ht and Hi may be solved' In matrix from we have

Ut\ = st" (3. 76)

where I-l'rM is a banded matrix (bandwidth two) of size 2nx2n containing the complex

coefficients of the TM" wave impedances, v is a column vector of the unknowns R¡¡,

H¡+'s and È1i's and vector wTM is zero except for the fust two entries.

Analogous expressions to (3.60)-(3. ó5) result for calculation of the intemal

EM heat generation in each layer due to the TM" componenl of the incident field. Thus,

the total EM heat generation within the food material in each region of the multilayered

structu¡e is
(q"^)¡= @F)i + @TH)¡ (3.7'1)

An important figure of merit resulting from a complex wave number ,t in

Helmholtz's equation is penetration depth. Peneration depth is defined in the next sec-

tion.

3,6,4. PenetrationDepth

A useful parameter commonly used in describing attenuation of electromag-

netic waves in food material is penetration depth. The complex wave number, k, is a

vector quantity normally expressed in its onhogonal components [71].
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k=Ûxkx+û.)k)+ûzkz

Another way is to express k by is two real vectors [72],

k=p_/ø

and define a vector propagation constant

ô=I
d,ç

Modelíng the Conrtnuous Microwave Process

(3. 78)

(3.79)

(3. 80)

(3.81)

y=7k=a+jB

With the latter representation, (3. 80) typifies a plane wave propagating in the direction of

k, varying in phase wittr p and attenuating with e. The penetration depth ô is defined as

that distance below a plane surface of a infinitely thick absorbing material where the field

strength falls to 1/¿=0.368 of its surface value, i.e.,

whereap = ¡¡¡ {,t cos0 } andq=g6,-t (û'k) with n norrnal to the material at its

su¡face. PeneEation depth expressed in terms of the material's dielectric constants is

t- tt I 2 lttz"-w l;ml**'e-1] (3. 82)

whe¡e u is the speed of light,/frequency of operation, and tan g the loss ungent defined

in (2.22).

Before continuing the electrophysical time iteration model with a discussion

of the heat and mass transfer phenomena, a calculation of the effective reflection

coefficients is undertaken.

3,6.5. The Effective Reflection Coefficients

Ea¡lier in section 3.5.2 equations for the effective incident field were derived.

Calculation of the effective reflection coefficiens R{ e¡;.dRff required in these equa-
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TE Case TM Câse

TE Case TM Case
z=0

z=0

FIGURE 3. lI: A diagrarn illustrating the one and fi+,o layer system used in the determi-
nation oÍ the effective reflection cofficients.

tions were poslponed until enough background theory was presented. This discussion is

now completed.

The values of R/andRÍf are given by the solution of the matrix equations

(3.58) and (3.76) for the following special case. The matrix equations (3.58) and

(3.76) are constructed and solved for a simple one or two layer geomery. A one layer

geometry is used if the food material is placed directly on the conveyor belt, whereas a

two layer geometry is used if a lossless dielectric gap (region III; exists (see

Figure 3. 11). The dielectric constant of the food material (layer 1) is the effective tem-

pe¡atr¡re weighted mea¡ dielectric constant as determined by (3.6) and (3.7). The im-

pedance matrix U is size 2 xZfor gap = 0, and size 4x4for gap *0. In both cases the

¡eflection coefficients are given by the ftst element of v.

stainless steel conveyor beU stainless steel conveyor belt
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3,7, HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER

The objective of this section is to briefly investigate the heat and mass transfer

models relevant to foods undergoing microwave processing. Recall, the heat and mass

transfer equations used for the simulation control volume are the unsteady-state form of

(3. 11) and (3. 13).

3,7,L Heat Transfer Equation

The unsteady-søte one dimensional form of (3. 1 1) applied to region tr of the

simulation control volume is

ar a. ar.pce 
àt = àz\K¡ ) + Qem- Qcn

with bounda¡y and initial conditions

-.r#. ¡t1r =G{t), z=0, tÃ

*r{* ¡rrr = G2Q), z=d, t>0

T(2,0\=Tt,0<z<d

(3. 83)

(3. 84)

(3. 8s)

(3. 86)

ing properties, density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity, respectively, 4¿ø is the

volumetric EM heat generation and q" is the volumetric heat removed by convected mass.

The values of q", rcp K2, llj, ll2, Gt, and Gz are dependent on the cu¡rent stage of the pro-

cess as experienced by the food product, i.e., the coupling between the heat and mass

transfer parameters (see sec. 3.7.3). The su¡face heat tra¡sfer due to intemal conduction

has been assumed negligible in comparison to the other surface transfer mechanisms in

the boundary conditions (3. 84)-(3. 85). Since the material is homogeneous prior to pro-
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cessing, an uniform initial temperature distribution is assumed in (3.86). As indicated

earlier, (3. 83) cannot be solved analytically to give the rime-temperature history of the

food material within region II, because the intemal heat generafion term is subject to non-

linea¡ variations in dielectric behavio¡ of the food product as a function of time a¡d tem-

peratue. However, profiles can be approximated by various discretization methods, such

as finite difference and finite element with the internal heat generation expressed i¡ terms

of the dielectric properties at discrete time intervals. The discretization method employed

in this study is discussed in section 3.8.

3,7,2, Mass Transfer Equation

The unsteady-state one dimension form of the mass transfer equation (3. 13)

a!,-= D,t!!dt ' àt2
(3. 87)

where c¡ is concentration and D¿ the diffusivity, is applied to the liquid and vapor move-

ment within the simularion control volume. In parailel with the development of the heat

transfer equations, the boundary conditions on (3. 87) a¡e dictated by the processing stage

exhibited by the food product (see sec. 3.7.3).

3.7.3, Simultaneous Heat and Mass Transfer

As mentioned in chapter 1, rendering has two basic objectives: the removal of

fat by cell n¡ptwe and the removal of water by evaporation. ln the microwave process

unit both objectives are accomplished by EM heat generation within the food material. In

this study only moisture movement is conside¡ed to participate in the mass transfer

crossing the simulation control surface. This is a first order approximation to the rende¡-

ing operation, however, it provides reasonable results since the evaporation of water is

significantly more energy intensive then is the removal of fat. In order to define the
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pertinent interaction between heat a¡d mass Eansfer during the microwave process, the

behavio¡ of moistu¡e movement within the food material during the process is briefly in-

vestigated.

During the microwave process, the food material normally experiences two

stages: an initial warming up stage and a dehydration stage. The initial warming up stage

is represented by rapid temperatu¡e rise within the food material up to the point at which

the material reaches the wet-bulb temperature of the su¡roundings. At the wet-bulb tem-

perature water begins to evaporate and the material ente¡s the dehydration stage. The de-

hydradon stage involves simultaneous transfer of heat and mass in which heat produced

in the product is exchanged for moisture evaporation into an unsaturated gas phase. Food

dehydration is the terrn used to describe the unit operation in which nearly aJl the ',vatel

normally present in a foodstuff is ¡emoved by evaporation as a result of the application of

heat under conEolled conditions t151. There are several mechanisms for the transport ofa

liquid or vapor within a capillary porous system which is applicable to colloidal foods

such as meat and vegeøbles [73;74] undergoing dehydration. Some possible mechanisms

include liquid diffusion due to concentration gradients, liquid ransport due to capiliary

flow, vapor diffusion due to panial vapor pressure gradients, surface diffusion, and liquid

transport due to gravity. In the following discussion no particular attention is given to

specific mechanisms of moisture movement within the food material, However, the

major rate limiting step in the dehydration of a foodstuff is generally presumed to be in-

temal mass transfer [75]. A complete theoretical discussion of the drying behavior of cap-

illary-porous slabs is presented by Hannathy t761. The two stages, initial warm up and

dehydration, will be exemplified in the drying behavior of a food material.

The drying behavior of a food material is illustrated Figure 3. 12(a) where the

moisture content MÌe is shown as a function of time; segment AB represents the initial

warming up stage and segment BE the dehydration stage. The dehydration stage may be
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further sub-divided into two periods - a constant rate period in which drying occurs as if

pure water was being evaporated, and a falling rate period where moisture movement is

controlled by intemal resistances. The food material may exhibit only one constant rate

period, however, many falling rate periods are possible. In Figure 3.12(a), segment BC

is the constant rate period and segments CD and DE are falling rate periods.

Figure 3. 12(b) is the derivative of the cu¡ve given in (a) and shows the drying rate as a

function of time. The heat and mass conservation equadons used in the elecrophysical

time iteration model are now given for each dying period.

Segment AB - initial warming up period. During this period there is no mass

transport within the simulation control volume, i.è., q" = 0. Therefore, (3. 83) reduces to

ar ð. ar.
P ce ¡ =5/r¡) + qeñ\z,t)

subject to narural convection su¡face heat transfer boundary conditions

-r{+ p.f = lt^T^, z= 0, 0 < ¡< t¿

*{ * ¡ror = ¡r;ro, z = d, 0 < t < t6

(3. 88)

(3. 89)

(3. e0)

where p- is the natural convective su¡face heat transfer coefficient, ¡r¿ is the su¡face heat

transfer coefficient at the conveyor æh, Tn the temperature of the atmosphere, T¿ the

temperature external to z=d, and the initial condition given by (3.86). The value of ¡r¿

and T¿ ilay be adjusted to include any conveyor belt effects. Since melúng cha¡acteris-

tics of tallow a¡e -40'C, a second order approximation for the rendering unit would in-

clude a mass transfer analysis for tallow during this period.

Segment BC - consîant rate period, During the constant rate period, the dry-

ing surface is saturated with water, and drying occrus at the wet-bulb temperanue of the
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environment [77]. The extent of the constant rate period is a function of the intemal mois-

ture movement and consequently the structure of the food. When the food structu¡e is

unable to immediately replenish the surface evaporation by the movement of moisture

f¡om the interior of the product the constant rate period is concluded. The transition

moisture content btween the constant-¡ate period to the falling rate period, indicated by

point C, is ¡eferred to as the critical moisture content (Mù.

The equation for heat transfer within region tr of the simulation control vol-

ume rs

(3. e1)

where q" in (3. 83) has been replaced by the expression for convective heat ransfer (l,lz is

mass flux). The boundary conditions are:

Atz=0,

W AHY = (Pt"'^)r=o - It^(T^ - T), z = 0, ta 1 1 < tc (3.e2)

where ÂIlf; is the latent heat of evaporation of water. Expression (3. 92) is the heat and

mass balance requi¡ed for the constant rate period. At z = d, the stainless steel belt or the

dielectric filled gap is assumed to be at the product's temperatue, thus

àr a_az. ._.aT
p cp¡= ú\* ¿r) 

- cpw6;+ een

{=o'z=d,ts<t<tc (3, 93)

Since the moistu¡e profile during the constant rate period is dependent on the internal

liquid Tovement and consequently the structure of the food being dried t761, which is dif-

ficult to deterrnine, the moisture profile during this period is assumed to be linear.

The average moisture content is dependent on the drying rate given by boundary condi-

tion (3. 92). The moisrure changing from tiquid phase to vapor phase during the constant

rate period is immediately given off to the atrnosphere.
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Segment CD - falling rate period. During the falling rate period, the rate of

liquid movement to the surface is less than the rate of evaporation f¡om the su¡face. Thus

the su¡face becomes continually depleted of liquid water. The surface temperature begins

to rise when the surface parts ùy up and from this point all evaporation occurs from the

interior of the food. When evaporation begins to occurs from the interior of the product

rather that from the surface mass transfers become longer and more difficult until the

equilibrium moisture content (Mfl is reached. The equilibrium moisture content is the

limiting moisture to which a material can be dried under given drying conditions. Nor-

mally two or three falling rate periods are experienced. The frst period when

evaporation occurs neâ¡ the surface, the second and following periods when evaporation

occurs from the interior. Other critical moisture contents values dema¡cate the other

falling rate periods. Only one falling rate period is considered in this study'

The drying analysis during the falling rate period is based on the assumption

that drying can be treated as a purely diffusion controlled mass transport phenomenon

with a constant effective diffusion coefficient. As indicated by Hallstrom et al. Usl this

approach has provided reasonable results in a number of studies. To estimate the average

drying time, internal moisture distribution, and sample temperatrre during the falling rate

period, Fick's second law of diffusion has been used [49]. Assuming a constant diffusion

coefficient, the partial differential equation for one dimensional diffusion is given by

aM* ^ ð2Mn
T=Dq¡# (3'e4)

where Duç is the effecdve diffusion coefficient. The boundary conditions a¡e

M*(0, t) = M", z=0' tc<t<tp

M"(d, t) = finite, z = d, tc < t < te

(3. 9s)

(3. 96)

and initial condition is
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MnQ, tc) = Mc, 0 < z < d, t = tç (3.97)

The equation for heat conduction within region II during the falling rate peri-

od is the same form of the equation used during the constant rate period except thât the

bounda¡y condition at z = 0 is changed to

-r{ + p"^f = F"mT^, z = O, tc < t < tE (3. e8)

(3. 9e)

where ¡t"^is the surface heat transfer coefficient due to convected mass. The heat tra¡s-

fer model during the falling rate period includes convective diffusion and latent heat phe-

nomena where both liquid and vapor phases of the moistue is present within the food

material. It is important to diffe¡entiate between the liquid and vapor f¡action of the

moistu¡e content in the calculation of the intemal heat generation term. The liquid frac-

tion of the moisture content is included in the calculation of the dielectric constant,

whereas the vapor ftaction is exciuded. Thus, a heat conduction equation is constructed

for each phase and coupled by the coÍlmon heat and mass flux equations.

The diffusivity of moisture in solids and foods of shape can be estimated from

the drying rate data under specified conditions. From the analytical solutions of (3.94)

for a infinite slab, the falling rate period may normally be approximated by an

exponential relationship

ln' M" - l, o-Bt
M"'M,

where ,4 is a constant and B is called the dehydration constant. This approximation which

shows a linea¡ relationship on semilogarithmic coordinates, grants simple calculation of

an effective diffusion coefficient (Du¡.) from experimental drying curves.

The drying kinetics presented above is based on the premise that mechanisms

for moisture removal in microwave processing a¡e similar to those of conventional drying

methods. A review of the literature Í49;78;791confi¡ms this assumption. Nevenheless, as
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shown by Lyons et al. [?9] the presence of internal EM heat generation could evoke some

phenomena which do not occur i¡ conventional drying processes. With microwave

heating it is possible to raise the temperature of the food material up the boiling point of

the liquid in extremely short time intervals. Intensive liquid evaporation inside the food

material takes place and due to the resistance to flow from the food material structue an

intemal vapor pressure gradient is created. This may become the main driving force for

mass transfer, especially during the constant rate period. As a result of intemal EM heat

generation positive temperature gradient is created inside the material. It causes moistu¡e

movement to food regions where the lower temperature and lower vapor pressure exits.

Therefore, in some cases microwave processing can completely change the moistu¡e

distribution in the food material because of the complex dependence of dielectric proper-

ties and physical-chemical parameters, such as diffusivity, on temperature and moisture

content. A second order electrophysical model would include analysis describing the

convective movement induced by a total pressue gradient in the food material, in addi-

tion to the heat and mass transfers presented above. Finally, it should be noted that, in

addition to the continuous, homogeneous and isotropic conditions made earlier, it is

assumed that the solid skeleton of the food material does not alter as the materiai dries

out,

Having completed the internal EM heat generation, heat transfer and mass

Eansfer models for the simulation control volume, the extrapolation to the oven cavity

control.volume is in order. This extapolation along with the details of the numerical

simulation are the topic of the next section.
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3.8. NUMERICALSIMULATIONALGORITHM

A numerical simulation based on the electrophysical time iteration model was

programmed in Foruan 77. A complete description of this simulation is presented next

3.8.1, Description of Flow Chart

A flow cha¡t for the numerical simulation program is given in Figure 3. 13.

The procedure of the computer program is similar to the conceptual flow chart given in

Figure 3. 6. Figure 3. 14 describes the transfer of variables during each step of the nu-

merical simulation. The flow chan is divided into the following sections:

read input fi,le: The input file provides a description of the food material and

the microwave oven operating parameters. A complete list of variables as included in the

input file is given in Appendix B.

calculate fiective incident field: The food material's effective temperatue

weighted mean relative dielectric constant is estimated by (2. 33), i.e.,

tf = e,^ atT= LA|C ànd mo =6n (3.100)

where the effective dielectric constant of the food material is equal to the dielectric con-

stant of the food material at 100"C and at the average moistu¡e content given by

6. - (mr)¡n¡¡¡ot: (m*)f¡rot
(3.101)

The matrix equations (3.58) and (3.76) we consûucted and solved for the effective

¡eflection coefficients. Using (3. 29) nd (3.30) the magnitudes of the incident TE, and

TM" fr,elds a¡e then calculated.

consffuct discretization gríd: Figtre3.15 shows two possible discretization

grids for the simulation control volume: i) a g¡id with gap = 0 (reg¡on Itr has ze¡o thick-

ness) with the food material placed directly on the belt and the electromagnetic energy,

heat, and mass transfer partial differential equations have the same boundaries, z= 0 and
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FIGURE 3. 13: Flow chart of the sbnulation computer model for the continuous micro-
wave process unit.

convert to EM heâf generation
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FIGURE 3' l5z Boundary grid points for the two simulation contol volurne geometries
a) with gap and b) without gap.

z=L; ä) a grid with gap * 0 where the heat and mass transfer partial differential equa-

tions a¡e bounded by z=0 and z=D, whereas the electromagnetic energy region is be-

tween z=0 and z=L. ln both cases the food product is divided into N layers but in case ii)

an extra layer is added to the electromagnetic energy region to accommodate the lossless

dielectric gap. The grid point values a¡e used in the numerical solution of the heat and

mass conservation equations. The interfaces at the midpoint between grid points are the

layer boundaries used in the EM field solurion (see Figure 3. l0).
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initialization: Each grid point in the discrerization mesh is initialized with

the initial product conditions. The temperatrue and moisrure content ofeach grid point is

set equal to the initial temperature and moisture content of the food material. Also, the

¡elative dielectric consta¡t is calculated for each grid point using Rayleigh's (form factor

of two) two phase model (2. 33). The solid phase componenr in (2. 33) is modeled by the

dielectric constant of ice at the operating frequency. The volume fraction of the solid

phase is fs = 1 - vw where v,u is the volume fraction of the continuous phase, The contin-

uous phase component in (2.33) is modeied by Hasted-Debye equations (2.30) and

(2.3r).

calculate the EM fields: Using the dielectric constant of each layer the matrix

equations (3. 58) a¡d (3. 76) a¡e constructed and solved for the magnitudes of the electric

and magnetic fields within each layer.

convert to internal EM heat generation: Using (3. 60)-(3. 65) for the TE, case

and the analogous expressions for theTM" case, the average EM heat generation is calcu-

lated.

apply boundary conditions: Depending on the portion of the drying period -

initial wanning up period, constant rate period or falling rate period - the va¡ious bound-

ary conditions as describ€d in section 3.7.3 te applied to the surface grid points (grid

point 1 and N). During the initiai warming up period the intemal EM heat generarion

accounts for the temperature rise within the food material. For the constant rate period

energy and mass balance is applied. The mass diffusion term is ¡ate limiting during the

falling rate period,

solve heat conservation equntion: The numerical technique employed in the

solution of the heat equation is the method of weighted residuals. Specifically, a fully

implicit, centrai difference scheme finite volume formulation, described in detail by Pa-

tankar t801, is used. The finite volume formuiation of the weighted residual numerical
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technique invoives integrating the pardal differential equation over a subdomain volume

which su¡¡ounds a gdd point (see Figure 3. 16). Integating over a suMomain of the sim-

uiation connol volume the fully implicit discretization equation for heat conservation

equation (3. 83) is

4!r, r*, +ii*# + 4L p¡ co,)r¡*41r,*, = 4L pi cg,rf + s
(õz)¡_t (ôz)¡_r @z)¡ at (62)¡ at ' ' 

(3. t02)

where the superscripts (i-1, j) and (i, Í + 1) represent the interface between layers, o repre-

sents the old time values and ,S¡ is the soulce term given by

S¡ = Í(q"^)¡ - (qt)¡l d¡ (3. 103)

By applying (3. 102) systematically to each grid point within the simuladon control vol-

ume a set of linear equations for I is developed. This matrix equation is solved by

Gaussian elimination. The density, specifìc heat, and thermal conductivity were estimat-

ed by (2. 3), (2. 5), and (2. 6), respectively. The harmonic mean of adjacent grid points is

used for the interface value of thermal conductivity in (3. 102).

solve mass conservation equn ion: Siñilal to the solution for heat conduction,

the finite volume fonnulation is used to solve the mass conservation equation (3.87).

|.- (ór),._, --þ- 16r¡, I
| -- ;, ------- |lt

i-l,i i.i+l

subdomain of ---------->

simulation z

conEol volume

FIGURE 3. 16: Grid-point cluster around a subdotnain of the simulation control volume
for the one-dimensional heat and mass transfer problem.
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The resulting disc¡etization equation for mass transfer is

4^ r*,, - tP*-P * L ) M*, * k M*,,, = 4t m*? (3. 104)(õz)¡t (62)¡t (djz)¡ Át 
- 

(õz)¡ Àt 
--"' \J' rv-

where rhe superscripts take on the same meaning as in (3. 102). Gaussian elimination is

used ro solve the linear set of equations for M, resulting from applying (3. 104) to each

grid point.

finished nonlinear iteration: when the engineering properties - specific heat,

thermal conductivity or diffusivity - depend on the dependent va¡iables in (3. 102) or

(3. 104) ar iterafion is necessary.

update dielectric constants: with the new temperature r and moisture M*

values at each grid point calculate the dielecric constant of each layer. The equations de-

scribed in the tnitialization a¡e used in this update.

finished time íterations: when the food material average moisture content has

reached the equilibrium moisru¡e content, the simulation is ended.

extrapolate results: T\'te total simulation time fo is translated to a belt speed

v beh by

vb"u=! (3. 15)
In

where / is the length of the oven cavity. The mass flow rate of the food material into the

oven cavity is

hî, =* d p¡n¡t¡ol vø"u (3. 105)

where w and d a¡e the width and thickness of the food material, respectively, and p is the

initial density. similarly, the crax and water mass flow ¡ates out of the oven cavity are

given by

(3.106)
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rhn= (m*)¡n¡¡o¡rh¡o - ,(ryPY ,ft - (m.)¡n¡¡ofirh¡p (3. 107)., L _ \mÐf¡nal

where (mw)¡n¡t¡at and (m,)¡r,a¡ xe the initial and fina-1 moisture contents of the food materi-

aI, respectively.

output results: The program generates three ouçut files: i) a system charac-

teristics fi1e, ii) a thermal propefties fìIe and iii) an electrical transmission file. The sys-

tem cha¡acteristics file give a general overview of the numerical simulation. A

restatement of the food material's initial physical properties (temperature, mass

composition, etc.) and the results of the effective incident field calculation are presented.

The thermal propenies file contains the values for the temperature, moisture and internal

EM heat generation at each grid point for each time interval. The electrical tra¡smission

file records the overall TE" andTM" refTecton coefficients for the top su¡face of the food

material and the average moistu¡e content at each time interval, Examples of the ouçut

files are shown in chapter 4.
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4.
E xperime ntal Re sults and

Discussion

4.I. INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter developed an electrophysical model for the processing

of food material in a continuous microwave unit. The interdependencies of the th¡ee

aspects in the elecrophysical model - intemal EM heat generation, heat transfer and mass

transfer - were investigated, Following this discussion a numerical simulation using first

order approximations was formulated from the electrophysical time iteration model. This

chapter demonstrates the use of the numerical simulation model on a specific food

material. The effect of changing three physical process paramete¡s - the magnetron oper-

ating frequency, the elecric field srength, and the gap distance (region Itr) - on the oper-

ating behavior of the miøowave process unit is considered. The final section discusses

the limitation of the numerical model to respond to changing incident field magnitude Ëo

and/or Hoat various locations within the oven cavity.

Si¡ce the microwave cavity environment is by nature inimical to the

incorporation of eiectronic measurement probes and sensors, observing physical

properties of food, such as temperature, during microwave processing has proven

difficult. This has presented a challenge to the food industry to adequately cha¡acterize
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these physical properties for either verification of proposed models or development of

new heat, mass, a¡d kinetic models. During the last decade active research has been

conducted, primary in biomedical engineering, on the development of non-pemrbing and

non-intrusive temperaflre sensing systems fo¡ use in hostile envi¡onments such as those

encountered in electromagnetic applications. In biomedical applications high precision

temperature sensing systems with a na¡row temperature range around -40'C are required.

On the other hand, temperature sensing devices in food processing systems typically

require a relatively large temperature range. Thus, the temperature sensors used in bio-

medical methods are not sufficient for the needs of the food industry, but they serve as a

valuable starting point. Two approaches have generally been used in microwave

thermometry: i) adapting cunent standard thermometry and ii) utilize optical thermome-

ry.

Over the years, thermocouples and thermistors have been the sensors of

choice for heat transfer studies. Wide application has made them readily available and

inexpensive. Nonetheless, the metallic structüe of these sensors renders them incompati-

bte with microwave fields. Sources of error i¡clude metallic induced field perturbations

t811, local sensor heating due to capacitive and inductive coupling t821, and the eddy cur-

rent heating of the thermocouple wire [83]. Attempts to modify thermocouples to

minimize these effects [84; 85] have not provided satisfactory ¡esults in high temperature

microwave applications.

Temperature sensing systems based on optical ¡esponses a¡e non-intrusive and

not susceptible to electromagnetic field disnfbance. Therefore, various optical tempera-

twe probes t86; 87; 88;891, thermographic infrared cameras/techniques [90;91], and fluoroptic

(phosphor) techniques Í92;93;94:951has been designed and constructed. The disadvantage

of using these devices is the unknown systematic enors which ¡esult from the optical

response of the ernitting food su¡face and other measurement particulars, such as viewing
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angle of the infra¡ed cameras. Fu¡thermore, the limited effective temperatue range of

these oprical temperatüe sensing devices hinder their widespread use in microwave pro-

cess applications.

Therefore, direct measu¡ement of the physical pùameters, such as tempera-

ture, were not conducted in this study. The discussion which follows rely on indirect

measurements of the physical paÍameters. That is, measurement probes and sensors were

placed inside the microwave cavity immediately after the electromagnetic energy has

been switched off. Since relatively large enors are usually produced in such

measurement techniques, it is not the objective of dre following discussion to deteraine

the accuracy of the numerical model but the applicability of the electrophysical

framework upon which it was based. Nevenheless, it is hoped that this groundwork will

prompt further development of the numerical model and better verification techniques.

Surprisingiy enough, even with the frst o¡der numerical model, distinct characteristics of

the continuous microwave ptocess are evident. lnferences to possible improvements of

the microwave energy aspects of the oven design is considered.

4,2. APPLICATION EXAMPLE OF THE ¡iUMERICAL SIMI.JLATION

As an example of the numerical simulation, d¡essed lake trout was chosen be-

cause initial testing of the continuous microwave unit was conducted with this food mate-

rial. Moreover, a comparison is made between the predicted average moisture content âs

a func$on of processing time with lake Eout samples taken at discrete conveyor belt

locations. Unfomrnately, due to the lack of monitoring and sensing equipment,

comparisons for the temperature, moisture and intemal EM heat generation profiles are

not available.
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4.2.1. Physical Engineering Properties and Experimental Conditions
used in the Numerical Simulation

The methods and materials used in determining the numerical simulation input

va¡iables and experimental conditions are as follows:

Food material preparation: The d¡essed lake Eout was ground (25 mm grind) into a ho-

mogeneous mixture and evenly distributed on the conveyor belt at the input port with a

constant 25 mm thickness. With respect to the numerical simulation the thickness was

subdivided into 25 layers for the discretization grid.

Composition: The protein, oil, carbohydrate and ash content of the d¡essed lake trout was

approximated from average values provided by the Fresh Water Fish Marketing

Corporation. The moistu¡e content was determined by the standard AOAC 22.æ3 (197 5)

vacuum oven method [96]; two representative samples -2.0 g each are dried in a vacuum

oven at 70 "C for 16-18 h¡s. A uniform (homogeneous) product with respect to its

constituents was assumed prior to microwave processing.

Density, Specific heat, and Thermal conductívity: The densiry, specific heat, and thermal

conductivity were estimated from the mass composition by (2.3), (2.5), and (2. 6), re-

spectively.

Dielectric constant: The dielectric behavior of the food material was predicted using

Rayleigh's (form factor of two) two phase mixture model (2.33). The dielectric consrant

of ice at 2450 MrHz Í(ê)rot¡¿= 3.20 - j0.0031 modeled the solid phase component of

(2. 33) with a volume fraction of vs = 1 - vw, where y,e is the volume fraction of the con-

tinuous phase component (aqueous ionic solution). The dielectric constant of the

continuous phase component of (2.33) was modeled by the Hasted-Debye equations

(2.30) and (2.31). The equivalent NaCl concentration used in (2.30) and (2.31) was

determined by (2.32). The conductivity of a liquid sample extracted from the dressed

lake Eout was measured with a Radiometer, CDM 83 Conductivity Meter with Canlab
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9.OO

time (m¡nutes)

FrcuRE 4. L: Experímental dryíng curte of lake trout (2s mm grínd) used in the determi-
nation of the effective diffusion coefficiãnt.

14c85 elecrodes, For a given temperatwe and conductivity the aqueous solution in

terms of equivalent Nacl concenEation was determined by (2.32) to be 0.12 M. The

average hydration number of NaCl is 5.5.

Efective diffusion coefficient: The drying cu¡ve of dressed lake trout, shown in

Figure 4. 1, was determined by weight loss measurements. A schematic of the experi-

mental setup is shown in Figure 4. 2. 'tlte 2.5 kw batch oven was configured to resemble

the continuous microwave process operation; a perforated metal sheet with a reflection

coeffïcient 0.99 was used to simulate the conveyor belt and to suspend the lake trout

sample within the oven cavity. The mass of the sample was monitored during processing

by an extemal electronic balance. The power absorbed by the lake trout was observed

with a microwave di¡ectional coupler sampling the incident and reflected power. Assum-

ing the cavity losses a¡e negligible, the power absorbed by the lake tout is the difference

õ

àI i.6o
e
õ
E
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between the incident and reflected power levels. From a least squares analysis of the fall-

ing rate period of the drying cuwe, the dehydration equation is determined.

Initial Product Temperature: The initial temperature of the lake trout is uniform and

equal to the atmospheric temperature of the oven cavity of 20'C. The actual initial prod-

uct and atmospheric temperatures varied during the experiment and are difficult to con-

trol. The variation in these temperatures was observed to be + 5'C. Fortunately, these

initial temperatures have only a small effect on the outcome of the process.

Final moisture content:: A final moisture content on a wet basis (equilibrium moisture

food material
suspended within

oven cavity

mic r owøve dir e c tional c oupler
P¿= PÍ- P'

FïcuRE 4. 2: Schematic of experimental serup for the 2.5 kW microwave batch oven used
for the measurement of the drying curve (front view is shown).

electonic scale

o.o g

cavt¡y wall

'7'"*t

perforated metal
sheet

L-
waveguidc

-rf
----->Pl

from magneton
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M) of 6Vo was used. This value is not only used as the end ma¡ker of the numerical sim-

ulation, but also is required to estimate the temperatue weighted mean effective relative

dielectric constarìt t(3. 6) and (3. 7)1.

Surface heat transfer cofficíeñt.' A value of 6 Wm2 'C was selected to represent natural

heat convection f¡om the top surface of the d¡essed lake trout product. For a G¡ashof

number between 10¿ and 109 (vertical plate of height d) and a surface temperature range

from 20'C to 100"C, the su¡face Eansfer coefficient varies from 3 to I Wmz'C fo¡ lami-

nar flow [1?]. Thus, an average of 6 Wm2 'C was chosen.

Magnetron specification: The ac power required by the ten magnetrons was measured to

bc i3 kW. Therefore, based on a 707o manufacture's efficiency specification for the

magnetrons, the Zo avad.lable microwave power from ten magnetrons is 9.1 kW. The

magnetrons operate at a frequency of 2450 MHz.

Effective incident field: The waveguide apemrres connected to the oven cavity have a

ZE, orientation so the polarization factor is unity. The waveguide is tilted at an angle of

20' f¡om normal.

Oven cavity efficiency: An estimate of oven cavity efficiency is done by the use of

dehydration principles. The basic equation and its associated pammeters is as follows:

th¡e { AHi Í (^n),nu,o, - Æ, (l - (m*) in¡t¡oùl+ (100 - ri)cp }
^ _ L - \ntÐfínal

Po
(4. 1)

where th¡o is an experimentally determined mass flow nte, ÁHf; is the latent heat of

evaporation, m,, is the moistu¡e content, I¡ is the initial tempetanlre, cp is the specific

heat, and Po is the Zo available magneEon power.
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A summary of the input variables used in the numerical simulation is given in

Tabie 4. 1. Refer to Appendix B for a complete description of these input va¡iables.

4.2,2. Discussion of Results

The th¡ee output files generated during the numerical simulation a¡e shown in

Figures 4.3-4.7. The system characteristics file given in Figure 4. 3 is basically a reite¡a-

tion of the input file and some preliminary calculations. Note the dielectric constant and

penetration depth reported in this file are based on the initial mass composition and tem-

peratue of the food material. The themral propenies file which contai¡s the temperatüe,

moisture, and volumetric intemal EM heat generation values at each grid point for each

time interval are plotted in Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6, respectively. Recall, the rime

va¡iable corresponds to disc¡ete locations along the length of the conveyor belt and the z

space variable is over the food mate¡ial's thickness, Finally, from the elecrical transmis-

sions file, the overall TE, reflection coefficient at the top su¡face of the lake trout product

is plotted as a function of processing time in Figure 4.7. The average moisture content

vs. processing time is given in section 4.2.3.

The temperature profile (see Figure 4. 4) is only shown for the initial warming

up drying period because the temperature throughout the food material is essentially

constant (- 100'C) for the remainder of the process. The temperature profile rises

linearly during the warming up period. This i¡dicates that the heat accumulation term in

the heat conservation equation is negligible compared to the space derivative. This result

is in agreement with a comparison between the themral diffusivity of lake trout and the

intemal EM heat generation. If the intemal EM heat generation was increased signifi-

cantly beyond the ability of the lake Eout to conduct heat, the temperature profile would

begin to resemble the intemal EM heat generation profile.
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TAB LE 4. l: A surnrnary of the ínput variables used in the nwnerical stmulation,

Variable Value

I
w
d

gap

PTrySICAL DIMENSIONS

442.0 cm
7.5 cm

25.0 mm
0.0 cm

FOOD MATERIAL S PECF'ICATIONS

(mn)¡nit¡ot '15.5 Vo

(mòrtø 6.07o
mf 0.0 Vo

mp 23,4 Vo@

mc 0.0 Vo

nt, 7.1 Voc 0.t2M
€r,aø 3.2 +70.003

ELECTROMAGNET]C SPECIFICATIONS

Í
llcavity

Po

z,

e'!:"

eÏ{"

2450.0MH2
39.8 Vo

9.1kWþ)
1.0

20.0'

(a) Approximate value provided by the Fresh \Yater Fish Ma¡kering Corporation.

þ) Based on a manufactue's magnetron efficiency specili ca¡jon of 70Vo.
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TABLE 4. lcoN'r: A sutnmary of the input variables used in the nu¡nerical simulation

Variable

HEAT TRANSFER SPECIFICATIoNS

T¡

To

T¿

llo

20.0'c
20.0'c
30.0'c
6.0 W m-2'C-r

MASS ]ìRANSFER SPECIFICATIoNS

Deî 0.0 m s-2

NUMERICAL PARAMETERS

25.0 layers
0.001
100.0

The three drying periods - initial warming up period, constant rate period, and falling rate

period - a¡e identified in the internal EM heat generation p¡oñle (see Figure 4. 6).

Initial warming up period (0 min - 7.1 min): During the initial warming up period, rhe

internal EM heat generation profrle shows a predictable standing wave pattern. A

standirg wâve pattem is generated within the lake uout as a result of the interaction be-

tween the intemally fansmitted and reflected waves. During the wanning up period the

lake rout has a high relative dielectric constant and the waveiength within the food

tol
ntol
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FIGURE4,4: Predicted temperature profíle for dressed lake trout (25 mm grind).
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FïGURE 4. 6: Predicted volmetric EM heat generationfor dressed lake trout
(25 nxn grind).

material is at a minimum value of approximately 15 mm. Therefore, the distance be-

tween maximums is at half-wavelength intervals in the standing wave pattern as shown in

Figure 4. 8 (an enlargement of the warming up period) is seen to be of the correct order,

7-8 mm. Furthermore, the envelope of the intemal EM heat generation decays with dis-

tance into the product approximately according the attenuation constant of the material.

As expected the maximum power is deposited near the su¡face of the lake trout product.

Constant rate period (7.1 min - 30.0 min[m"=42Vo]): Following the initial warming up

period the food material enters the constant rate drying period. As the moisture is lost to

the atmosphere the food material's ¡elative dielectric constant correspondingly decreases

and, consequently, the wavelength in the lake trout insreases. Notice, the distance

between maximums in the standing wave pattern has gradually increased with increasing

time. The surface of the food material ¡emains satu¡ated with moisture as the moistüe
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37.50
lime (minutes)

FIGURE 4. 7: Overall TE, reflection cofficient at the z = 0 plane (top surface) vs. time
for dressed lake trout (25 nvn grind).

drops uniformly ac¡oss the thickness of the food material (see Figure 4. 5). It should be

emphasized that the moisture profile was assumed linea¡ for the constant rate period and

thus, dictates the natu¡e of the intemal EM heat generation profile. The standing wave

pattem in the internal EM heat generation profile are a resultant of the linea¡ moistu¡e

profile. As indicated in the previous chapter, if high pressure gradients are developed

within the food material du¡ing the constant rate period the moisnue profile would be sig-

nif,rcantly changed. However, due to the relatively slow heating rate during this experi-

ment, high presswe gradients are not expected to be formed within the food materiai.

Falling rate period (30 min - 77.2 min): As the product enters a falling rate period the

su¡face of the food material becomes continually deleted of moisture. In other words, a

drying front is developed in the product which moves inward as water is removed. This

drying front represents essentiaily a moving physical boundary or discontinuity presented
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FIGURE 4. 8: Enlargement of the internal EM heat generation profile during the inítial
warming up drying period of lake trout (25 rntn grind).

to the incident field. Figure 4. 7 shows that shortly after the sample of lake trout enters

the falling rate period the overall TE, reflection coefficient ¡eaches a minimum and maxi-

mum mic¡owave power is coupled into the sample of lake Eout. At this time the position

of the drying front best matches the incident field to allow maximum power transfer to

the food material. This drying f¡ont can be seen by the moisture profile at a processing

time of 30 min. (see Figure 4. 5). In section 4.3.2 the relationship between the overall ¡e-

flection coefficient and the thickness of the food material is fu¡he¡ discussed. At the

final stages of drying the the dielectric constant falls to a value nea¡ that of the solid por-

tion of the food product and the intemal EM heat generation significantly drops.

The inrcmal EM heat generation profi.le (see Figure 4. 6) reveals three heating

cha¡acteristics unique to the microwave dehydration processes:

È
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i) The intemai EM heat generation decays from the surface of the food ar a rate

proportional ¡o the attenuation constant s. Therefore, to achieve uniform heat generation

within the food material the penetation depth õ [ ô = 1/a,, see (3.81)] musr b€ of the

same o¡der of magnitude as the thickness of the food material

ii) The limitations of the microwave dehydration process are established by it's tempera-

ture and moisture distributions. In other words, the process rate depends on the maxi-

mum permissible temperatrue and,/or moisture gradients within the food mate¡ial. It is,

therefore, obvious that the intemal EM heat generation must be engineered to reflect the

curent stage of the drying operation. During the initial wanning up period and constant

rate period when the rate limiting factor is intemal EM heat generation, considerable

¡eduction in processing time may be achieved by increasing the rate of internal EM heat

generation. However, during the falling rate period when the rate determining factor is

mass diffusion, it is only necessary to provide enough intemal EM heat generation within

the product to suppoft intemal mass transfer.

iii) The intemal EM heat generation is nea¡ zero close to the conveyor belt (a conductor

surface). The temperaure rise in the region near the conveyor belt is due solely to ther-

mal conduction,

Thus, in order to effectively utilize microwave energy in a dehydration food

process these three heating characteristics must be properly integrated and controlled in

the design. In section 4.3, the microwave processing parameters which effect the three

headng characteristics a¡e examined.

4.2,3. Comparison

During the processing of d¡essed Lake Trout samples were taken at seven

locations along the length of the conveyor belt. Immediately after a representative lake
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FIGURE 4. 9: Comparison beween predicted and experimental values for average mois-
ture content Íor dressed lake trout (25 mm grind).
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trout sample was taken in triplicate at each of these belt locations, the sample was

weighed and d¡ied. Moistu¡e contents at these locations were determined by the vacuum

oven method described in section 4.2.1 and compared to the simulated (predicted) mois-

tures as shown in Figure 4.9. The numerical simulation predicted a processing time of

77.2 minutes. This is translated in to a predicted belt speed vuu = 5.72 cm/min. The ex-

perimental belt speed was 5.8 cm/min, The close agreement between the experimental

and measured belt speed reconfirms the oven cavity eff,rciency value used in the numeri-

cal simulation. A comparison between the predicted and experimental measured mass

flow rates are in close agreement (see Figure 4. 10). The discrepancy between the mass

flow rates of the input food material result from the slab approximation of the food

material (see Figure 3. 7). The predicted value for the mass flow rate of the tallow is zero

because the numerical simulation does not include tallow mass transfer. However, some

tallow was extracted during the experiment.

It is surprising that first order approximation for the microwave process unit

resulted in good agreement between experimenta.l and simulated heating, in spite of the

various approximations and limitations inherent in the model. The value of properly de-

fining the heat and mass balances and understanding the dielectric behavior of food mate-

rials as a basis fo¡ studying the continuous microwave process unit is clearly

demonstrated. The e¡ror between the experimental measured values and modeled values

during the initial warming up period and the constant rate are less than 10 percent.

Notice, however, considerable error resulted between the measured and predicted values

during the initial ponion of the falling rate period. At a processing time of 39 min, point

of maximum enor, the measu¡ed value is 0.59 compared to a predicted value of 0.277.

The measu¡ed moisture content value is over twice that of the predicted value. The nu-

merical simulation considering oniy one falling rate period is an over simplification.

Additional falling rate periods are necessary to improve the accuracy of the simulation
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during this period of drying.

Othe¡ sources of er¡or should be pointed out. The error made in using linear

approximations of the derivatives could be reduced by a better numerical method. Most

of the data for the food mate¡ial's engineering properties have an er¡o¡ at least +l- 57o.

The value of the surface heat transfer coefficient is particularly uncertain is based on ex-

perience gained in other heating experiments. Modeling the EM field illuminating the

food mate¡ial within the oven cavity as an effective incident field is fust o¡der

approximation, and doeS not take in account the actual varying field distribution.

4,3. PARAMETER ANALYSIS

The previous section described three heating characterisrics unique to the mi-

c¡owave dehydration processes. It was indicated that a proper oven design would

integrate and control these heating cha¡acteristics. This section studies the microwave

processing parameters which influence these heating cha¡acte¡istics. The penetration

depth is considered in section 4.3.1. Next, the method for controlling the rate of intemal

EM heat generation is presented in section 4.3.2. Section 4.3.3 discusses techniques

improving the intemal EM heat generation within the food material in the layers next to

the conveyor belt.

4.3.1. PenetrationDepthConsideration

As previously stated, to obtain uniform heating the electromagnetic

penetration depth must be of the same o¡der of magnitude as the thickness of the food

material. The peneeation depth is given by

6=f"rl¿&-a.L]i (3. 82)
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which is basically a function of two variable; i) operating frequency / a¡d ii) the food

material's dielectric constant €¡. The dielectric constant of the food material is an

engineering property which is constant for a particular food material. Thus, frequency is

the only variable which may be used to vary the penetration depth. Since ftequency and

penetration depth are inverse relations, higher penetration is achieved by lowering the

frequency.

The microwave frequencies that may be used in radiative ptocess operarions

a¡e allocated by Communications Canada, Telecommunications Regulatory Service

(Table 4.2) t9?1. They are referred to as ISM (industrial, scientific, and medical)

frequencies and have been set aside for applications in these specific a¡eas. The frequen-

cies listed in Table 4. 2 may not apply outside of Canada where other or additional

frequencies have been allocated by some count¡ies. For example, the frequency of 915

MHz is permitted only in Nonh and South America while Austria, the Netherlands, Por-

TABLE 4. 2: Microwave frequencies allocatedfor industial, scientifîc, and medical
(lSM) purposes in Canada.

Frequency(")

915 MIIZ + 13 MHz

2450 MHz + 50 MHz

5800 MHz 175 MHz

24.125 GHzt 125 MHz

(a) Communicarions Canada, Telecommunicåtions Regulatory Service.
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FIGURE 4. lI: Penetrarton depth of pure water as afuncrton of temperature for operat-
íng frequencíes of 915 MHz, 2450 MHz, and 5800 MHz.

tugal, West Germany, Yugoslavia, and Switzerland permit 432.92 MHz with the Nether-

lands also perrnitting 3390 MHz and 6780 MHz. ln great Britain the ftequency of 680

MHz is permitted and the Eastem Bloc countries use 237 5 MHz rather than 2450 lvlËlz.

Figure 4. 11 and Figure 4. 12 illustrate the functional dependence of penerra-

tion depth on temperatue for pure water and 0.1 M sodium chloride solution, respective-

ly, at 915 lvlflz, 2450 MHz, and 5800 MHz. As mentioned, the penetration depth

generally increases as frequency decreases. Since the penetration depth at 5800 MHz is

in the range of a few millimeters 5800 MHz and higher ISM frequencies íue never con-

sidered as viable i¡ a food process operation. Moreover, penetration depths are more

than two and one-half times higher at 915 MHz then at 2450 lMHz. Therefore, the allow-

able thickness fo¡ uniform heating of food material with similar moisture contents is dou-

bled at 915 MHz as comparú to 2450 MÍIz.
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There is, however, a interesting difference between the functional dependency

with temperature of pure water and 0.1M NaCl aqueous saline solution that is shown

paÍicularly at 915 MHz. The ionic loss componenr in (2. 31) is predominate over rhe di-

pole loss coñponent at the lower frequencies and at higher temperatures. Therefore, a

lower penetration depth results at the higher temperatues for aqueous solutions as com-

pared to pttre water. In terms of food materiai's with a high dissolved salt content this is a

desi¡able relationship. The high dissolved salt content food materials remains fairly lossy

at the higher temperatues. Both 2450 MHz and 915 MHz process frequencies exhibit

this behavior to some degree.

It should be emphasized that every microwave process parameter, e.9., surface

reflection coefficient or oven cavity efficiency, is a function of frequency. An obvious

question which arises is if the frequency is chosen to provide a uniform internal EM heat

generation will it be at the expense of another patameter. Consider three parallel

25.00 50.00 75.00
tamperatur€ (d€grses C)

E

o-
-9¡Z z.so
.9

E
g

FïGURE 4. 12: Penetration depth of 0.10 M NaCl solution as afunction of temperature
for operating frequencies 915 MH2,2450 MHz, and 5800 MHz.
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p¡ocesses, A, B and C, comparable in microwave power generation, operating at 915

MH4 2450 MHz and 5800 Mhz, respectively. From the EM energy coupling aspect

presented in the previous chapter each process may, theoretically, be engineered for

optimal microwave power transfer (magneEon energy delivered to the food material).

Since the EM heat generated in the food material within the cavity is equal for each

process, the overall throughput of food marerial will be the same even though the

processing time may be different. The only difference between the three processes is the

distribution of the intemal EM heat generation within the food materia-I. At the higher

frequency the intemal EM heat generation is concenEated near the su¡face of the food

material, whereas at the lower frequency the microwave power penetrates further into the

food product. Provided that the thickness of the food material can be scaled to reflect the

penetration depth no process, A, B, or C, would be prefened. As a result, choice of pro-

cessing frequency depends on the desi¡ed penetration depth. If there is no obvious

preference for a particular frequency, the decision ¡educes to one of economics.

In summary, the choice oven frequency is based on the average penetration

depth required for processing a particular food materiat. Generally, for intermediate to

high moisture foods 915 MHz is the frequency of choice, whereas, for low moisture

foods 2450 MHz is sufficient. To determine the penetation depth of a particular food

material use the steady-state temperatue weighted mean relative dielectric constant I

(3. 6) and (3. 7)l in (3. 82) for each ISM frequency.

4.3.2, Controlling the Rate of Internal EM Heat Generation

As indicated in section 4.2, for optimized perfomlance the rate of intemal EM

heat generation must be customized fo¡ each particular pan of the drying period. During

both the warming up period and the constant rate period any increase in internal EM heat

generation will be reflected in a reduction of processing time. However, reduction in the
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internal EM heat generatíon during the falling rate will maximize the oven cavity effi-

ciency. That is, no reduction of processing time is anained by retaining a high intemal

EM heat generation during the falling rate period. Since the oven cavity efficiency is a

summation of the efficiency of each individual magnetron distributed along the top wall

of the oven cavity (sec. Appendix A), the overall efficiency will be reduced if magnetrons

near the product exit port are operated at peak power output. The objective in this section

is to show the electric field strength can be used to control the rate of internal EM heat

generation.

The internal EM heat generation qem at a point \flithin the food material is

given by

q"^= a ¿lElz (3.10)

Equation (3. i0) is directly related to the angular frequency @ ( @ =2xf), the dielectric

loss ¿" of the food material, and the square of the electric field srength E. Obviously,

any one of these th¡ee variables can control the intemal EM heat generation. The dielec-

tric loss is a property of the food material and frequency is used to optimize the penetra-

tion depth, thus leaving the electric field strength to control the internal rate of EM heat

generation.

Intemal EM heat generation cuwes (normalized E = 1.0) for pure water and

0.10 M saline solution a¡e shown in Figure 4. 13 and Figure 4. 14, respectively. By

determini-ng simila¡ cuwes for a panicular food materiai the electric field srength can be

chosen to generate any desired internal EM heat generation rate. For example, during the

initial warming up period the temperature rise within a food material, neglecting thermal

conduction, is given by

(4.2)
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where p is the density, co is the specific heat, I is temperature, and r is dme. Combining

(3. 10) and (4. 2), the heating rate of the material is

(4. 3)

The elecric field strength in (4.3) can be chosen to produce a desi¡ed heating rate. For

example, with an electric field strength of 100 kV/m and a relative dielectric loss of 1 rhe

power density within the material is 1.36 kWcm3. Similar expression may be developed

for the constant and falling rate periods.

The electric field strengrh within the food material should be maximized dur-

ing initial warming up period and the constant rate period, but with care so as not to

produce arcing or other undesirable effects. Arcing will occur if the electric field

strength is inc¡eased above the ionization breakdown value for the su:rounding air. At at-

mospheric pressure this breakdown field is 3000 kV/m. But, realistically, the upper limit

of the elecric field strength will be determined by product iimitations. On the other

hand, during the falling rate period a relatively low electric field srength within the food

material is optimal. The rate limiting factor during this drying period is intemai mass

transfer. The use of a graded electric field strength along the oven cavity will save ener-

gy and improve efficiency of the overall process. The graded electric field strength may

be achieved by conrolling the Zo available power of individual magnetrons. High power

magneEons should be placed near the input port of the oven cavity, whe¡eas low power

magnetions near the exit port. To obtain maximum oven cavity efficiency each

magneEon and waveguide assembly must be perfectly matched to the oven cavity and

the oven cavity must be operated in a critically loaded condition (see Appendix A).

ðT _@e"lqlz
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FIGURE 4, l5: The temperature distribution of dressed lake trout during the initial
warming up period. (d = 1.0 cm, gap - 0,0, initial T = 20.0'C)

4,3,3. Oven Load Location

The thi¡d heating characteristic mentioned in section 4.2 was the low intemal

EM heat generation in the ponion of the product near the conveyor belt. This difficulty

arises due to the electric field strength being zero tangent to an electrical conductor.

Since the electric field is low near the conductor, the internal EM heat generation is

correspondingly low. This difficultly may be overcome by introducing a lossless dielec-

tric gap between the food material and the stainless steel conveyor belt. Figures 4.15-

4.18 show the modeled temperature distribution and the intemal EM heat generation dur-

ing the initial warming up period of lake trout for a teflon gap thickness of 0.0 cm and 0.5

cm, respectively. A food material thickness of 1 cm was chosen so that the electric field

completeiy penetrates the food mate¡ial.
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FIcURE 4. 16: The internal EM heat generation profile of dressed lake trout during the
initial warming up period. (d = 1 .0 cm, gap = 0.0 cm, initial T = 20.0 Y )
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FIGURE 4. l7: The temperature distribution of dressed lak¿ trout during the initial
warming up period. (d = 1.0 cm,gaP = 0.5 cm, initial T = 20.0'C)
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FïGURE 4. 19: Overall surface reflection coefficient of dressed lake trout as aÍunction of
thickness for gap distances 0.0 and 05 cm. (T = 50 'C and uniþrm m* = Q./J)
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FIcURE 4. 20: Overall surface reflectíon coellíciefi of dressed lake trout as a function oÍ
thickness for gap distances 0.0 and 1.0 cm. (T=50'Canduníþrmm*=6.75¡
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FIGURE 4. 21: Overall surface reflection cofficient of dressed lake trout as a function of
thickness for gap dßtances 0.0 and2.0 cm. (T=50'Canduniþrmm.=Q.75¡
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FIGURE4.22: Overall surface reflectíon cofficient of dressed lake trout as a function of
thickness for gap distances 0.0 and0.5 cm. (T = 100 'C and uniform mn = 0.15)
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FïGURE 4. 23: Overall surface reflectíon cofficient of dressed lake trout as afuncion of
thickness for gap distances 0.0 and 1.0 cm. (T= 100'Canduniformm*=0.15)
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FïGURE 4.24: Overall sutface reflection cofficíent of dressed lake trout as a function of
thickness for gap distances 0.0 and2.0 cm. F = 100 'C and uniform mn = 0.15 )

The thickness of the gap is not critical. Figures 4.19-4.24 show the overall reflection

coefficient (normal incidence at 2450 MHz) at the su¡face of lake trout at gap distances

of 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 cm. ln Figures 4.19-4.21 the moisture content of dressed lake

trout is 7570 and the temperature is 50'C which ¡eflects inirial product conditions. Fig-

ures 4.22-4.24 the moistu¡e content was set to i57o and a temperature of 100'C to ¡eflect

product conditions during the falling rate period. The reflection coeff,rcient converges to

a constant value when the thickness is increased significantly past the penetration depth,

thus the product essentially appears to be of infinite thickness. The gap no longer effects

conditions at the food surface. For thickness lower tha¡ the penetration depth the gap is

seen to shíft the maxima and minima. Maximum power Eansfer to the food material oc-

curs when the reflection coefficient is at minimum value. Due to the large variations in

the food material's dielectric behavior during the dehydration process, an optimal gap and
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product thickness cal oniy be chosen for maximum power transfer at a specific point in

the heating cycle.

4.4. OVEN POWER DISTRIBUTION

A limitation of the numerical simulation program is its inability to account for

the variation of the effective incident field applied to the food material ar different loca-

tions within the oven cavity. Currently, the numerical simuiation assumes uniform field

illuminating the food material's surface. However, as mentioned in section 3.5.2, the in-

cident field does vary. A uniform quality of food material is contingent on a average

uniform heat application. Not only is it required that intemal EM heat generation

throughout the thickness of the food material be uniform but also the incident energy

must be applied uniformly to the food material's surface. This section presents a proce-

du¡e for mapping the microwave power incident on the surface of the food material.

These mapping results could be incorporated into the numerical simulation.

Many authors have investigated electric field distributions within microwave

caviries. An excellent overview of the principles involved is given by Risman ¿r ¿/. [98].

The water method for measuring the electric field stength has been used extensively [99;

t1001. In this method power levels and electric field strengths within microwave cavities

a¡e determined by correlating them to measured time-temperatures profile of various ma-

terials placed in the cavity. Relative energy distribution measurement methods have been

proposed by using toner parricles tt01l and thennopaint tl02l. These latter methods have

been used successfully if only relative electric field strengths are required.

4.4.1, Determination of the Surface Power Distribution

In non-coherent, noffesonant oven cavities the electric field strength is

nonuniform and highly localized. Since no direct measuement techniques are available
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to map the electric field seength, an experimental procedure was set up to obtain the nec-

essa¡y information.

The basic relation used fo¡ measurement of power distributions within a

cavity is based on calorimeric principles and is given in terms of an average volumetric

power absorption by

(4.4)

where Po¿" is the microwave power absorbed by a material with a volume % densiry p,

and specific heat co. The /I is the temperarure rise of the material in time /¡. Equation

(4. 4) provides a mears for calculating the microwave power densiry, given functional

expressions for the material's density and specifTc heat. Equation (4. 4) may be convened

to an electric field strength by using the expression for intemal EM heat generation

(3. 10), i.e.,

S"^= @ e"lEl2 =Pf (4. s)

However, in doing so tluee assumptions are generally made: i) the electric field strength

E is independent of the temperature of the material being heated, ii) E is independent of

the duration of exposure, and iii) E is independent of the type of material being heating.

It is obvious from the discussions in chapter 3 that all three assumptions a.re not true.

Therefore, in this study (4. 4) is used to obtain a ¡elative power disribution for a given

material. P¡ovided the physical shape and position of the material within the cavity

resembles the actual food material, the relative power d.istribution will indicate the va¡ia-

tions of the incident field at the su¡face the food material.

In this study, water was used because it's physical properties a¡e well

established. The densiry and specific heat of wate¡ as a function of temperature was

based on information of Holman t121. Over a temperaffie range of 10'C - 60'C the prod-

Po¡t-^^ ÁT
v -P"o 
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uct of the density of water and specific heat was relatively in sensirive to temperature:

4192kl m-3 'C-1 at 10'C and 4109 kJ m-3 'C-l at 100'C. An average value of 4150 kJ m-

3 "C-l was used, resulting in a maximum enor of l,j%o on the product of these two pa-

rameters. The water temperatuÌe is restricted to less than 50'C (approximately) to avoid

the possible complication of water evaporation.

4.4,2. ExperimentalProcedure

The mapping of the microwave power distribution was done for localized sec-

tions of the oven cavity at the conveyor belt floor. The coordinate origin was defined as a

point on the centerline of the oven cavity at its entrance (excluding microwave choke). A

top view of the oven cavity in Figure 4. 25 illustrates three sections of the oven caviry

floo¡ and these are referred to as Fooçrints #1, #2, and #3, respectively. The waveguide

assemblies, numbered 1 to 10 f¡om input to exit, have an associated boresight bearing

(see Figure 4.26(a)) which represents the maximum radiated power direction. The inter-

section of this axis with the plane of the conveyor belt below is designated the waveguide

focal point. Each power fooçrint was measured by placing either two or three water

rays lengthwise along the conveyor belt. The trays were divided into 25 ml

compartments as shown in Figure 4.26(b). The th¡ee power fooçrints obtained are for

varying magnetron operating conditions as given in Table 4. 3. This experimental proce-

du¡e was set up to enable the relative electric field strength to be mapped over the surface

of the water trays.

To determine the power distribution, 25 ml of water was placed in each cell

and prior to microwave expose the initial temperature of each cell was recorded. The

water trays were electromagnetically heated for a duation of approximately 90 seconds.

After heating the trays were removed and the temperatu¡e of each cell was again record-

ed. This measured temperatue was corrected to reflect the time delay in the temperature
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35 x25g worêt
contain¿ts

top view

b)
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FrcuRE 4. 26: Pov'er contour ex.periment: a) pøníal enlarged view of oven cavity and
waveguide assembly and b) experimental water load toy.

measurement of the water by applying Newton's Law of Cooling, given by

T(t)=(T¡-T^ettr)+T^ (4. 6)

where I, is the temperatue of the medium, T¡ is the initial temperature, and c is the

cooling time constant. At the onset of experimental procedures an experimental cooling

curve for a typical cell was measured for the laboratory conditions. The temperature rise

at each cell location was converted to a microrrave power density by (4.4). For each

fooçrint, two microwave power distriburions we¡e obtained and averaged.
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TABLE 4.3: Microwave oven operating conditions usedÍor the determination of the
power contour plots.

Footprint Magnetrons Activated Oven Coverage
x coordinate y coordinate

1

2

3

#6

#6, #7

#6, #7, #8

89.0" - 112.0"

r10.0" - 142.5"

t11.0" - 134.0"

+3.5

+3.5

+3.5

4,4.3, Results and Discussion

Fooprints #I, #2, #3 are shown in Figures 4.21-4,29, respecrively. These fig-

ures a¡e normalized to the maximum power level measu¡ed on a particular footprint. For

example, the color symbolizing the normalized range 0.2-0.3 received 20Vo-30Vo of the

maximum power on the fooçrint. The colo¡ symbolizing a po\per level on a particular

fooçrint does not equal the power level symbolized by the same color on anothe¡ foot-

prinr Only relative power levels are presented by these fooçrints. Since the oven is a

incoherent system, resonant conditions normally found in microwave batch oven cavities

are not expected. On the other ha¡d, di¡ect radiation and near fields are expected to be

the major factors influencing the microwave power distribution.

Resonance is a condition when the oscilladng energy eapped in a system is

large in comparison to both the excitation power and to the absorbed power per cycle.

Resonance has a bandwidth in the frequency domain inversely proponional to the stored

energy in the cavity divided by the total losses. In a perfect resonator a set of discrete

resonant frequencies exisl For each resonant condition, standing wave pattems, i.e.
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stationary maxima and minima of field energy density are formed. Normally, oven

cavities operate in a muti-mode conditions. It is important to note that even through âll

resonant systems have specific standing wave pattems, stationary power density patterns,

superficially similar to standing wave patterns, may occur in non-resonant conditions.

The direct radiation and near fields occur in localized a¡eas within the cavity

near excitation sou¡ces. Near-field designates conditions in a region in space where the

time average of the non-radiating energy density exceeds the radiating energy density.

Near fields occur, for example, near the opening of the waveguide to the cavity. As a

rule near fields a¡e commonly considered to be significant up to about half a free-space

wavelength away from the source; about 6 cm in this case. Surrounding this nea¡-field

region around each waveguide opening are regions where the far field radiation pattems

are dominant. This are refe¡red to as direct radiation regions. Both di¡ect ¡adiation and

near fieid power density patterns are mainly determined by the excitation structure itself.

Associated with direct radiation is scattering, a term used to describe the ¡eflection, trans-

mission and absorption of electromagnetic waves at a discontinuity. When direct radia-

tion field impinges on the discontinuity, a secondary field is set up which interferes with

the primary field to create a total field. Scattering is especially complicated when the

discontinuity or obstacle is of the same orde¡ as the wavelength.

Therefore, the intemal "hot spots" occurring directly on boresight of each

waveguide assembly are accounted by direct radiation. Since the oven floor is greater

than half the free-space wavelength away f¡om the aperture, nea¡ fields are not seen in the

footprints. The energy distribution in the cavity is determined mainly from the power de-

livery structure. Moreover, the cavity side walls are seen to effect the surface power

distribution. For example, in fooçrint #1, another hot spot is generated further down the

oven cavity axis. This second hot spot is most likely generated by an ilitial reflection off

the cavity side wall and the surface of the water tray. Each footprint shows a second hot
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spot generated by a magnetron slightly further towa¡ds the exit pon. Clearly, the

advantage of offsetting the waveguides on either side of the oven cavities centerline for

uniform heating is demonstrated. Provided the food material is moving through the oven

cavity, the material over the complete width of the belt will experience uniform heating.

Thus fa¡ the distribution of power density modified by the specific load used

in the measu¡ement has not been considered. The pattem measured is dependent to some

degree on the nature of the load. Such influences inciude intemal focussing effects, edge

heating effects and container absorption effects. The wate¡ load trays were designed to

preserve the existing the geometry of the actua-l food material processed, reducing inter-

nal focusing effects. The heating edge effect is noticed to þ on the edges of the

fooçrints. If the fooçrint was extended the enti¡e length of the cavity the significance of

the edge heating effects would be minimized.

In summary, the fooçrints confirm the assumption at a non-coherent mic¡o-

wave oven cavity system the electric field distribution is primarily due to the mic¡owave

delivery system. The theory on oven cavity efficiency in Appendix A was based on this

assumpdon. Secondly, through empirical methods the electric field may be mapped and

then integrated into the numerical simulation model.

¡

ti
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5.

C onclusions and Rec omme ndatíons

s.1. CONCLUSTONS

For the purpose of rendering fat and oil a continuous steady-state steady flow

microwave food process was designed and built by Wardrop Engineering Inc. [?]. In

rendering, as fatty animal tissues a¡e heated, fat and oil are ¡eleased by melting and cell

ruptüe and the moisture content of the non fat portion is ¡educed by evaporation.

Conventional rendering techniques in which heat conduction and convection are used,

suffer from the disadvantage that heat required for fat and moisture removal has to be

ûansmitted through the material from the surface inwa¡d. In mic¡owave processing heat

is generated within the food material by the absorption of EM energy and thus,

eliminating this disadvantage. This thesis has investigated the microwave aspects of the

above mentioned continuous food process unit. To achieve this objective a generalized

electrophysical model was developed for the unit. The purpose of the elecrophysical

model is to predict the EM field, temperature, and mass composition distributions within

the food material at any position within the process unit and hence to predict the mass

flow ¡ates and EM power transfer on the basis of oven operating conditions. Because of

the lffge number of parameters involved, a time iteration simplification of the

generalized elecrophysical model was inroduced for the continuous microwave process
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unit. The electrophysical time iteration model reduced the 3-dimensional conservation

equations for EM, heat, and mass to their l-dimensional form. The limitation resulting

f¡om this simplihcation is the model's inability to predict the EM power transfer. A de-

tailed study of the EM power transfer revealed that by operating the oven cavity in a criti-

caily loaded condition and perfectly matching each magnetron and waveguide assembly

to the oven cavity maximum oven cavity efficiency is obtained. Two flrst order approxi-

mations were introduced for the electrophysical time iteration model: a¡ effective inci-

dent field modeled the EM field illuminating food material within the cavity and moisture

movement was only considered in the mass transfer analysis. The latter approximation

reduced the rendering operation to a strict dehydration process.

The primary reactor of basic interest in the electrophysical model is intemal

EM heat generation. Intemal EM heat generation utilizes the ability of a polar liquid,

most commonly water and aqueous solutions to absorb EM energy at microwave frequen-

cies. When an altemating EM field is applied, energy transfer can be observed as heat

generation due to the oscillation of ionic charge and molecular dipoles according to

changes in direction of the electric field. The ability of a polar liquid to absorb electro-

magnetic energy can be expressed in terms of equivalent dielecfic properties. Since

water' a polar liquid, is a major constituent of a food material, understanding it's dielec-

tric behavior is fundamental to predicting intemal EM heat generation. The dielectric

consta¡t of a food material was derived from a combination of the dielectric constants of

dry solids and free liquids. In high moisture foods the free water conrent largely deter-

mines the food's dielectric properties. However, as the food material dehydrates the con-

tributions from bound liquids and solid ponions become important.

Comparisons between d¡essed lake Eout and simulated food material were in

ag¡eement in both mass flow rates and average moisture content, indicating the electro-

physical rime ite¡ation model can be used to simulate the microwave heating characteris-
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tics of low fat semi-solid homogeneous food material. The numerical simulation showed

good agreement with experimental data for rhe initial warming up drying period and the

constant rate drying period. The model, however, provides a poor fit during the initial

portion of the falling rate period. A model modified to include other falling rate periods

would improve the accuracy during this drying period. From the internal EM heat gener-

ation profile three heating cha¡acteristics unique to the microwave dehydration process

we¡e ¡evealed. A proper oven design would integrate and control these hearing character-

istics. From the microwave heating parameter analysis it is concluded:

i) The thickness of the food material must be of tlìe s¿une order as the penetration depth to

obtain uniform intemal EM heat generation. Lowering the operating frequency increases

the effective penetration depth of the food material.

ii) Elevating food material off the surface of the stainless steei conveyor belt improves

the intemal EM heat generation in the region near the conveyor belt. A lossless dielectric

gap may be incorporated to offset the food material from the belt.

iii) The rate of intemal EM heat generation must be customized fo¡ each panicular drying

period. Increasing the srength of the electric field within the food material (timited by

arcing and product quality) during the warming up period and constant rate period will

significantly reduce the processing time, whereas reducing the intemal EM heat genera-

tion during the falling period can save enetgy and improve efficiency of the ove¡all ren-

dering process.

A mapping procedure of the incident EM field on the surface of the food ma-

terial within the oven cavity has been discussed. These experimental power density

distribution footprints may be included within a second orde¡ nume¡ical simulation. The

oven cavity operates as a di¡ect ¡adiation oven and the electric field pattems within the

caviry are deterrnined primarily from the electromagnetic natu¡e of the waveguide

apeffues as they are connected to the oven cavity.
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Due to intemal EM heat generation, the validity of the derived models for pre-

dicting temperature and moistu¡e distributions within the food material undergoing mi-

crowave processing is questionable and was not determined. The conventional tech-

niques in describing moistu¡e transpon mechanisms in dehydration where used. The pre-

dicted internal EM heat generation profile was found to be highly functionally dependenr

on lhe moistt¡Ie distribution.

5.2, RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the generalized electrophysical model of the continuous microwave

process unit, a second order numerical simulation should be developed. By tailoring the

numerical simulation for a particular food material a detailed investigation may be

conducted to built confidence in the modeling procedure. A purely analytical electro-

physical model is not practical for modeling the continuous microwave process unit.

Many of the second order approximations to be inroduced in the elecrophysical model

should be based on empirical models. Fi¡st, with results of the experimental microwave

power contour plots, effective incident f,reld Eo and/or Ho can be varied during the numer-

ical simuiation to reflect changes in the oven location. Second, the movement of faVtal-

low out of the food material during the initial warming up period should be included.

Thi¡d, second order models for the engineering properties - density, specific heat, thermal

conductivity, and dielectric constant - incorporated in the model for specific food materi-

al will improve accuracy of the predictions. Fourth, a second order mass transfer analysis

wili include possible intemal pressure gradients produced by the EM heat generation

which are unique to microwave processing. Fifth, better techniques for approximating

derivatives in the numerical method will reduce computaüonal enors. Finally, a two

dimensional model could also include edge heating effects typically encountered in

microwave heating applications.
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It is necessary to obtain an unde¡standing of the mechanisms of mass transfer

in foods undergoing microwave processing. Apan from a typical mass transport

mechanism in microwave heating, moisture transport can be also induced by intemal

pressue gradient resulting from moisture evaporation inside the food material. The in-

formation obtained in such a study is required fo¡ fu¡her development of electrophysical

models that would enable prediction of these various parameters. Finally, better

verification techniques are required for the food research cornrnunity to accuracy measure

these parameters in ha¡sh electromagnetic envkonments.



Appendíx A.
Oven Cavity Efficíency

This appendix is to provide a detailed discussion of the EM power continuity

equation (3.2) and the oven cavity efficiency (3.4) dependence on size, shape and di-

electric propenies of the food material. Since the oven cavity efficiency is one of the

input parameten to the electrophysical time iteration model, the following discussion is

not essential to the model development. However, by providing an insight into the be-

havior of the cavity efficiency possible improvements to the cavity design will become

clear.

The steady-state oven cavity efficiency, defined by

n*ri+=f;

is a ratio of power delivered to the food mate¡ial within the cavity to the Z, available

magnetron power. Generally, fo¡ non-coherent (multi-magnetron) microwave ovens

(3. 4) is expressed as

(4.1)

where n is the number of magnetrons and 4¡ is the efficiency of an individual magnetron

in delivering microwave energy to the food material, i.e.,

(3.4)

í
n*i,y=f,\ ni

i=1
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P¿.¡1¡=i (4.2)

wherc P¿¡ is the power delivered to the food material and Po¡ is the Zo available micro-

wave power fo¡ the ith magnetron. Expression (,{. 1), a generalization of (3.4) for non-

coherent systems, reduces to (3.4) for coherent systems (single frequency). The objec-

tive here is to determine the functional dependency of the food material's physical proper-

ties (i.e., size, shape and dielectric constant) within the oven cavity to the steady-state

oven cavity eff,rciency (4. 1). Fi¡st, the relationship between P¡ and P¿¡ for the ith

magnetron is developed than the dependence of Po upon P¡ is shown and then using

(4. 1) and (A.2) Po is related to P¿. Finally, the functional dependence of the food

material's physical properties to the steady-state oven cavity efficiency is established. An

equívalent transmission line ci¡cuit model for the oven cavity power system is used to

develop these relationships.

Consider the block diagram of the continuous microwave oven power system

shown in Figure A. 1(a) and it's equivalent transmission line ci¡cuit model in

Figure A. 1(b). The magnetrons, distributed along the top wall of the oven cavity, are

represented by normalized source voltages vgt and internal source admittances yr¡

connected to the oven cavity by a waveguide with a characteristic impedance of unity.

The magnetrons a¡e assumed matched to the waveguide and therefore the intemal source

impedances have a value of one. The oven cavity, similarly, is modeled by a distributed

set of ioad admittânces )i = g¡ + ibi.

F¡om ci¡cuit theory t1031 the complex powe¡ S delivered to the oven cavity is

nnn
5= ) s;= I r,¡,Ì =\ q¡+¡e) (4.3)
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møgnetrons and wøveguide assemblíes
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food material's dielectric properties

NOTE: side view of oven csvity
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FIGURE A, I: Continuaus Microwave oven pov'er system. a) block diagram b)
normalized equivalent transmission line circuit model.
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where v; and i¡ are the complex voltâges and currents at the wâveguide input ports and P¡

and Q¡ are the real and reactive power delive¡ed to the cavity by the lth magnetron, re-

spectively. Recall, from the EM power continuity equation (3.2), the power dissipated

within the oven cavity is a summation of the cavity losses and the food material, i.e.,

P¡=P¡,+Pn,+P",+P¿, (4.4)

where the subscripts / = oven leakage, w = cavity walls, c = coupled power to other

magnetrons, utd d = food material. It is evident from (4. 3) and (4. 4), that each

magnetron contributes a porrion of it's power to the components in (4.4). The cavity's

normalized equivalent admittance is calculated using lumped element network theory

(A. s)

A study of (4.5) shows two simple results expected from physical reasoning. The

admittance is purely imaginary (reactive) if the power dissipation is zero. When the

power loss is finite, the real (conductance) part of y is positive for a passive network.

The cavity conductance gi models the power dissipation r¡/ithin the cavity from each

magnetron. By substituting (4. 4) into (4. 5), we obtain the components of g¡

^*...- J¡ - 1tt - 
- 

- 
- 

( Pt+ Pn,+ P",+ P¿,-iQt = Gt+ gn,+ 9ct+ 8d)+ jbi
lv il' lv il' (4. 6)

where g¡ models the microwave power leakage, g* the cavity walls, g" the coupling of

other magnetrons, and g¿ the food material. The value of g¿ is determined by the food

material's physical properties which load a particular magnetron (see below) and g¿ va¡ies

f¡om zero (no food material) to a finite value (filled cavity). On the other hand, the loss

conductances g¡, Étw, and gc are constant for a panicular magnetron and can be largely de-

termined during the microwave oven's design stage. Therefore, in terms of the equivalent

transmission line circuit model quantities, the microwave power delivered to the cavity

v = Ë v,= å *= i ;,",-, n,=2,( s¡ +ib¡)
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by an individual magnetron is

P¡=lv¡12 g¡ =lvil2 (gtt+ gw¡+ g",+ ga) (A. 7)

with the portion dissipated within the food material being

P a, =lv ¡12 g¿, (4.8)

and the remainder is overall losses

Pu, =l vi 12 gu, (4.9)

whe¡e

gut= gt,* gn,+ g", (4. 10)

The ratio of the power delivered to the food material to the power delivered to rhe caviry

is, therefore,

P=¿' 
=g!.j = = 

g!,= (A. 11)P¡ g¡ 8u¡ * g¿

When the caviry is operated in a unloaded condition i.e., g¿ is zero, all the power deliv-

ered to the cavity by this magneton is dissipated in the cavity loss conductances. Con-

versely, when the cavity is loaded with food the value of g¿ is large in comparison to the

loss conductances and the majority of the delivered power is dissipated in the food mate-

rial.

The power delivered to the oven cavity is

P¡=Po,(l -l]ll2) (.{. 12)

where .[ is the reflection coefficient at the waveguide input port and is given by

._l-y¡ _l-@¡+jb¡)r'=iíi= (4.13)

Substituting (4. 13)into(4. 11), the rario of P¡toPo¡is obtained

Pi=(r -tríp)=---18!- (A.14)Po¡ (1+ g¡f + o¡

Thus, using (4. 1), (4. 2), (A'. 11), and (4. 14) the overall oven cavity efficiency is
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n^--,,_=LÍ 3=rf +U=+f. otr, ., ,, (A.ls)' tcavltv - n 
Í=, P o, n 

Í=, Po, P, - n Í, ( I + gut + gdt r + bi

As indicated earlier, the value of the cavity loss conductance is determined

primarily during the design stage of the continuous mic¡owave process unil However,

the value of the food material's equivalent conductance gd may be estimated by

integrating the intemal EM heat generation over the food material which loads a particu-

lar magnetron within the oven cavity [see Figure 4.2(a)]. The food material's equivalent

conductance is given by lrefer to (4. 8)]

ga,=] nPa, (4. 16)lvíl'

and the integral of the intemal EM heat generation gives power dissipation, i.e.,

(4. 17)

where E; is the electric fïeld strength within the food material. The average field srength

within the food material dec¡eases as a function of the food material's effective

attenuation constant, given by

,0,= III,"^**re"(e))û t Eitz dv

""u 
=T tl <ù'î,,lT + rm,z, - t ¡tp

where (3. 6), (3.7), and (3. 82) have been used in the development of (,{. 18).

tric fieid is given by [see Figu¡e A. 2(b)]

I E¡l =l Eo,l e'øøz

(4. 18)

The elec-

(A.19)

where I.Eo, lis the electric field srength at the top surface of the food material (z = 0).

Furthermore, assume the electric field strength is proportional to the magnitude of the

input voltage I v¡ l, i.e.,

lEol=hlv¡l (4.20)

where å is the constant of proportionality. Therefore, by substituting (4.20), (4. 19),

and (4. 17) into (4. 16), the equivalent conductance of the food material is given by
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FIGURE A. 2: a) Enlarged section of the food materíal loading a particular microwave
nagnetron. b) Functional dependence of the e.lectric field strength within the food mate-

Oven Caviry Efficiency
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where A is the top surface area of the food material exposed to the EM field (x and y

integration), d is the thickness (z integration), and the effective temperâture weighted

mean relative dielectric loss [see (3.7)] has been used for the dielectric loss. As expect-

ed, the equivalent load conductance is linearly related to the food material's exposed sur-

face arca A and converges to a constant value for increasing thickness d. Figure A. 3 il-

lustrates the dependence on the surface a¡ea and thickness of the normalized equivalent

load conductivity of pure water at a temperature of 50 'C (a constant of proponionality å

of unity). Similarly, Figure 4.4 demonstrates the effect on the equivalent load conduc-

ta¡ce of different NaCl equivalent salt concentrations.
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FTGURE Ä, 3: The normalized equivalent conductance of pure water at 50 C as aÍunc'
tion of surface area A and thickness d.
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o.00
0.00 0.o 1 0.03 o.o4

material thicknêss (m)

FTGURE A, 4: 'Normalized equivalent conductance aÃ a Íunction of thickness for aqueous
sodiwn chloride solution at 50'C, varíous concentrations, Íor a unit surface area.

The value of å¡ is the reactance component of the adminance terminating a particular

waveguide port. An approach similar to the calculation ofgr may be taken for the deter-

mination of å¡, however, any results achieved from this approach are difficult to interpret

practically. Therefore, in the following discussion of oven cavity efficiency the value of

å¡ is assumed to be a consta¡t which could be experimentally measured.

To demonstrate the oven cavity efficiency (.A. 14) dependence on the physical

ptop.tti", (size, shape, a¡d dielectric constanÐ of the food material, efficiency curves for

a single magneron oven (n = 1) for various loading conditions are presented. No cavity

losses are considered in these efficiency cuwes, i.e., Bø = 0. When the reactance å is zero

the oven cavity efficiency is shown in Figures 4.5-4.6 for pure wate¡ and 0.10 M NaCl

saline solution, respectively, as a function of thickness d for va¡ious exposed surface
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o.03
material thickness (m)

FïGURE 4.5: The oven caviry efficiency of a single magnetron microwaye oven
containing a planar slab of pure water. (b = 0)

areas.

When the reactance is non-zero the oven caviry efficiency is shown in Figures

4.7-1..12. Figures 4.7-A,.9 illustrate the efficiency of a single magnetron microwave

oven for various values of å containing a planar slab of pure water for exposed surface

a¡eas 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 m2. Similarly, Figures A.i0-4.12 show rhe oven cavity effîciency

of a single magnetron microwave oven containing a planar slab of 0.10 M NaCl saline so-

lution. Due to the square term in (4. 14), only positive values for å a¡e considered.

The efficiency curves revel one imponant feature about mic¡owave oven cavi-

ties. They imply a critical product volume, depending of the size, shape and dielectric

properties of the product where a maximum coupling is reached. When å is zero, a maxi-

mum is achieved when g = 1, an impedance matched system. Any non-zero of value for

å reduces the maximum coupling, proportionally. As shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.10, the

:Þ
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o.o0
0.04 0.06

material thickness (m)

FïGURE A, 6t The oven caviry fficiency of a single magnetron microwove oven contaín-
ing a planar slab of 0.10 M NaCl saline solution. (b = 0)
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- - - c-O-@_M_NáCl_l-5O-A-O-5 Þ-r- - c-o-00 M ñact f-50 A-o-5 b-2

FltcURE A. 7: The effect of b on the efficíency of a single magnetron oven caviry for a
exposed surface area of 0.5 m2. Material specifîcations: Pure water at T=50 C.
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FïGURE A. 8: The effect of b on the effîciency of a single magnetron oven cavity for a
exposed surface area of 1.0m2. Material specifications: Pure water at T=50 C.

FIGURE A. 9: The frect of b on the dicíency of a single magneton oven cavity for a
exposed surface area of 2.0 m2. Material specificatìons: Pure water at T=50 C.
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M ñ.Cr l-50-^-O.5 b-ô s

o. oo
ooo 0.01 0.03 0.04

material thickness (m)

FIGURE A. l0: The effect of b on the efficiency of a single magnetron oven caviry for a
exposed surface area of 0.5 m2. Material specifications: 0.10 M NaCt atT=50,C.

- - àoro_M_NåCl-l-50_A-1

0.01 0.03 0.04 0.06
material lh¡ckness (m)

FIGURE A. ll: The fiect of b on the effÌciency of a single magneton oven cavity for a
exposed surface area of 1.0m2. Material specifications: 0.10 M NaCI atT=50T.
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'L20
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maler¡al thicknêss (m)

FIGURE A. l2l The effect of b on the fficiency of a single magnetron oven covity for a
exposed surface area of 2.0 m2. Material specifications: 0.10 M NaCl atT=50X.

condition of maximum efficiency for a specific food material may be impossible to attain.

Since the exposed surface a¡ea and materiai thickness are limited to the physical dimen-

sions of the oven cavity, the value of g¿ is also restricted to the cavity dimensions.

Moreover, each efficiency curve attains a constant value when the thickness of the mate-

rial is increased significantly past the penetration depth.

An increase in the reactance element å of a microwave cavity is reflected as a

dec¡ease in oven cavity effliciency. For non-zero values ofå (generally the case) the effi-

ciency ceiling may be extended by implementing various matching schemes within the

waveguides feeding to cavity to cancel the ¡eactive element. Since the continuous micro-

wave oven operates in a steady-state conditions (the overall load conditions remain con-

stant in time), implementing matching schemes is a practical solution for efficiency im-

provements.

o.o0
ooo
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Appendix A. Oven Cavíry Efficiency

In summa¡y, achieving maximum efficiency is done in two steps: i) imple-

ment a matching scheme at each waveguide to cancel the reactive component and ii) op-

erate the oven at the critical volume product condition.

Empirical models, developed by Swami and Mudgett [37], reflect simila¡ be_

havior to that predicted by the equivalent transmission line ci¡cuit model presented above

and are expressed by

^ -P¿- (Vfù*'
',"ouur-4-- ( .23)

where K¡ and K2 are the empirical coupling coefficients wrdV¡o is the food product vol-

ume.
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Appendìx B.
E lectrornagnetíc Wave s ín

Inhomogeneous Medía

The equations for electromagnetic waves within regions of lossy

inhomogeneous elecrical properties, typicalry encountered in microwave heating pro-

cesses, are developed.

The general Maxwell's equadons governing elec'omagnetic fields in an lossy

inhomogeneous and isofopic material may be summarized as follows [6?]

y .D = pe

V.B=0
VxE=_jrl)B

vxH= jÚDD+J
along with the constitutive relations

D = eoârB

B = p"Ê,H

(8.1)

(8.2)

(8. 3)

(8.4)

(8. s)

(8.6)

where pe is the electric charge density, c, and p, a¡e the reladve permittivity and

permeability, respectively, of the materiar, *,d, exp(ica) is the time dependence.

substiruting equarion (8. 3), with equarion (8. 6), inro equarion @. 4) one obtains the

general elecric field equations for lossy inhomogeneous media.

(8. 7)
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Appendix A. Electromagnetic Waves in Inhomogeneous Media

where ko is the free space wave numbe¡. A simila¡ approach yields the general magnetic

field equation for lossy inhomogeneous media.

V x (ê;r Vx H ) - tcz" p,ø =V x (e;l J ) (B.8)

Next, consider the cartesian form of equations (8.7) and (8. 8) in a source

free isotropic region which is inhomogeneous only in its electrical properties ( p. = 0 ) .

Therefo¡e, the th¡ee scaiar equations involving the components of the electric field inten-

sity are

1Y2 x tc2¡ øq= -Ð

where ¡ç2 =2, ¡| lwavenumber), Ë= x,y,z,and

(B. e)

(8.11)

(8. 12)

(B. 13)

(8. 10)

and the thee scalar equations involving the components of magnetic field intensity are

p =¿;r 1¿,þ+ 4þ+ B,þ¡dx 'dy dz

?, (Y2 + k2 ) H, =+ (+- 11 I . P r {L - *L Ioy oy ox dz dz dx

e, (v2 + kz ) H 
"= P r {! - *! I . P r 11 - *L I' oz dz dy dx dx cty

?, (Y2 + k2 r r" =* r* *,.* r* -Y,
A rigid solution in canesian coordinates to the electric and magnetic field distributions in

foodstuJfs would involve solving equations (8.9) to (8. 13) subject ro the continuity

boundary condition for E and H on the interface.

Since arbitrary electromagnetic fìelds a¡e normally expressed as a sum of

transverse magnetic and transverse electric cases, for the two dimensional TM, ñeld

distribution, i.e. H = Hy(x,z) î, , E = E, ( x,z) î"+ E"(x,z) û,, (8. 9) to (8. 13) reduce to
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Similarly, assuming a two dimensional TE2 field distribution, i.e. E = Er(x,z) îy ,

E = Ex(x,z)î,+ E r(x,,2) tr, (B. 9) to (8. 13) reduce to

,#.#. *)t,= uLr{<rfr. rþn

,#. #. k2 ) E, = * r {< 
rft . nSt

e, < ! * ^L^ * t 
t 

t n, =YY *9aþ
dx¿ dz¿ ' dz dz dX dx

e,ç4+J).n'tr_þu*.*,

a tå * * * rc2¡ n, =þ 1-*L. *! Idx. dz ¿ dx oz ctx

,#.#. k2¡ø,=s

(8. 14)

(B. 1s)

(B. 16)

(B. 17)

(8. 18)

(B. 19)
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Appendix C.
Inputs Vøríables for the

Numerical Símulation

This appendix contains the listing of the input va¡iables required by the nu-

merical simulation pro$am. The computer program was written in Fortran 77.

TABLE C. 1z Description of the variables read as input to the nutnerical simulation.

Variable Units Description

PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS

/ cm length of oven cavity

le cm width of food material in oven cavity

d cm thickness of food material

gap cm thickness of dielecric gap between the food
material and conveyor belt

€r* N.D.G) relative dielectric constant of the gapG)
(ac capacitivity, dielectric loss)

(a) Non-dimensional
(b) only applicable when gap +0.
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Appendix C Input Variables for the Numerical Simulation

Variable Units Description

FOOD MATERIAL COMPOSITION

(mn)¡r¡t¡ot Vo initial mass fraction of water

(mòf¡*t 7o equilibrium mass fraction of water

mf 7o mass f¡action of fat (tallow)

mp Va mass fraction of protein

mc 7o mass fraction of carbohydrate

t\t¿ 7o mass fraction of ash content

C M equivalent dissolved NaCl concentration

(è)"ot¡¿ N.D. relative dielectric constant of solid phase
(ac capacitivity, dielectric loss)

ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECIFICATIONS

f MHz EM frequency of operation

t7cøvíty N.D. oven cavity efficiency

Po V/ Zo available power

Z N.D. þolarization factor

e::,. degrees incident angle oflE, wave

e|# degrees incident angle of TM" wave

FIEAT TRANSFER SPECIFICATIONS

T¡ 'C initial temperature of food material

To 'C atmospheric temperanre of oven cavity

T¿ 'C belt temperature
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Appendíx C Input Variables for the Numerical Simulation

Variable Units Description

l-lo

ltL

D4¡

n

tol

Wm-2'C-1

Wm-2'C-1

natu¡al convection surface heat transfer
coefficient at the top surface of food
material (z = 0)

surface heat transfer coefhcient at the
bottom layer of the food matenal þ = L)

nto I

MASS TRANSFER SPECIFICATIONS

m s-2

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

Diffusivity of food material

NUMERICAL PARAMETERS

number of layers (ilcluding gap)

error tolerance allowed in nonlinear
iterations

maximum number of iterations allowed
to achieve convergence of nonlinear
ite¡ations
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